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CHAPTER 0
IN TRO D U CTIO N  AND NOTATION
2 .
0.1. INTRODUCTION
In this introductory chapter, we sketch an outline of the 
problems that we shall be dealing with, and indicate broadly the 
structure of this thesis. We also introduce the basic definitions, 
and notations, which we employ in succeeding chapters.
0.2. PREVIEW
The work presented in this thesis was suggested by the results 
which are contained in Harasymiv [1], and by the feeling that it 
would be profitable to consider similar problems in different settings; 
furthermore, it was fairly obvious that the very methods used in Harasymiv 
[1J could be employed in a much more general context. A brief 
description of the problems that we shall be concerned with is 
given below.
Schwartz in [1] considers the space of continuous functions 
defined on the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, equipped with 
the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. He shows 
that if f is a function in this space, and if the finite linear 
combinations of functions of the form
(x-,...,x ) --- > f(a x + b ,..., a x + b )1 n l l l  n n n
(where a.,...,a are non-zero real numbers, and b,,...,b are l n 1 n
real numbers) are not dense in the space, then f satisfies at
3 .
least one distributional equation of the form 
P(D)f = 0
where P(D) is a non-trivial homogeneous linear partial differential 
operator with constant coefficients.
We shall consider an analogous problem in the situation when 
the space of continuous functions is replaced by a vector space 
of temperate distributions on Rn; i.e., if E is a vector space 
of temperate distributions, with a given vector space topology 
(the latter satisfying a condition to be stated later), and u is 
an element of E, then we attempt to characterize the closed vector 
subspace of 2 spanned by distributions of the form
u(a x + b ,...,a x + b ) (0.1)1 1  1 n n n
In general, the point (a_,...,a ) which figures in (0.1) will1 n
be assumed to vary over that part of Euclidean n-space which does
not intersect the co-ordinate hyperplanes; and the point (b_,...,b )1 n
will be assumed to vary over some dense subset of Rn. However,
in most of the interesting cases, it will suffice to allow (a.,...,a )1 n
to vary over a subset S of Rn which does not intersect the 
co-ordinate hyperplanes, and which is dense in Rn. he are 
presupposing, of course, that all the distributions (0.1) belong 
to E. The problem will be phrased in more rigorous language, and 
the notions introduced above defined more precisely, in Chapter 1.
4.
The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 contains 
a description of the distribution spaces, and the approximation 
problems in these spaces, that we shall be interested in. We 
establish some general properties of these spaces, and discuss in 
broad terms the plan of attack on the associated approximation 
questions. The chapter concludes with some examples of spaces 
which are of particular interest.
In Chapter 2, we consider certain classes of subsets of Rn, 
and derive some straight-forward results about them which are 
related to spectral synthesis. The lemmas which we prove are 
used in later chapters.
Chapter 3 is devoted to proving some rather technical results 
about distributions; these again are applied in following chapters.
The first of the results which bear directly on the approximation 
problems outlined in Chapter 1 are proved in Chapter 4. The basis 
of this chapter is, with only superficial modifications, the content 
of § 3 in Harasymiv [l].
The remainder of the thesis consists of applications of the 
results proved in the first four chapters to particular cases.
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At the end of the thesis are two appendices. The first 
contains a list of notations which are in more or less standard 
usage; the second is devoted to explaining some notations 
relating to tensor products which are used in the main body of the 
thesis.
0.3. TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTIONS.
A pair of numbers a.b preceding a block heading in the text 
signals the beginning of Section b of Chapter a. Theorems, Lemmas, 
Definitions, are numbered a.b.c; the first two digits indicate 
in which section the Theorem, Lemma or Definition, is stated, 
and the number denotes the order in which it occurs in that 
section.
Equations are numbered (a.b), the number a referring to 
the chapter in v/hich the equation occurs, and the number b to 
the order in which the equation occurs in that particular chapter.
The numbering of results, etc., is somewhat different in the 
appendices; however, the system used there is self-explanatory.
Throughout, we use the symbol | j| to indicate the end of a proof.
6.
0.4. REFERENCES.
All our analysis is concerned with spaces of functions, measures 
and distributions defined on n-dimensional Euclidean space, which 
is denoted by Rn .
We shall adopt Edwards [1] as our standard reference on functional 
analysis; we also use Edwards [1] as our basic guide in the choice of 
functional analytic notation. The results from integration theory 
which we shall need will be quoted from either Hewitt and Ross [1] 
or Edwards [1]. As the principal source of material about topological 
vector spaces, both general and the special ones that we are interested 
in, we use Edwards [1]. Kelley and Namioka [1 ] will also be quoted 
on occasions.
For the results on harmonic analysis which we use in this thesis, 
especially in Chapter 6, we refer to Rudin [1], and Hewitt and Ross [1].
Our approach to the theory of distributions is via topological 
vector spaces, as in the expositions [2] and [3] of Schwartz.
Schwartz will be our main reference, and Edwards [1], Hörmander [1] 
and Friedman [1] will be supplementary references.
For results on general topology, we shall use Kelley [1 ].
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0.5. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION.
As we stated in the last section, the functional analytic 
notation which we adopt is basically that which is used in Edwards [1]; 
and the few exceptions to this rule are explicitly mentioned. The 
general and more or less standard notation which we use is collected 
together and explained in Appendix 1. We shall also need some 
special notations for our purposes; these are introduced at 
appropriate places in the text. The remainder of this section 
(with the exception of 0.5.2.) is devoted to the definition of 
spaces and concepts which are in standard usage, but crop up so 
frequently in what follows, that they merit explicit mention here.
Throughout, when we mention a function on Rn we generally 
mean a complex-valued function. Any exceptions to this rule which 
may occur, are explicitly indicated.
0.5.1. The underlying topological group in all our analysis 
is the additive group Rn, with the usual topology. We identify 
the Pontryagin character group of Rn with Rn (Hewitt and Ross [1], 
Example 23.27(f)). Typical elements of Rn will be denoted by 
x,y,..., or, when we are thinking of Rn as its own character 
group, by X,£,... . If X e Rn, then the bounded continuous 
character of Rn corresponding to x is defined by
(0.2)
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The ordinary Lebesgue measure on Rn is denoted by dx, or by dx 
if we are thinking of Rn as its own character group. With the 
identification expressed in (0.2), the Fourier Inversion Formula 
holds without any multiplicative constants.
0.5.2. If x e Rn, and k < n is a positive integer, we 
write x^ for the k-th component of x.
Throughout, we write N for the set |l,...,n|. If I is a 
subset of N, we define the set R^. by
Rj = {x e Rn : x^ =)= 0 if k € I; x^ = 0 if k e N\l}
The closure R^ of R^ is clearly the set
R ^ = | x € R n : x ^ = 0  if k e  N\l|
We shall also denote by R^. the Euclidean space which is naturally 
isomorphic to R^; then Rn is topologically isomorphic to the 
Cartesian product R^. x R^^.. Hov;ever, in what follows, some care 
is needed when making this identification. The details are explained in 
Appendix 2, and additional comments are made at appropriate places 
in the text.
0.5.3. Let W be an open set in Rn. We write C°°(W) for 
the set of all functions which are defined in U and are indefinitely 
differentiable there. D(W) will denote the set of all functions
9.
which are indefinitely differentiable and have compact support (see 
§0.5.9) in W. The space of distributions with support in W 
is denoted by D'(W). For an account of these spaces,, see 
Schwartz [2]
0.5.A. The space of indefinitely differentiable functions on
Rn which are of rapid decrease (see Schwartz [3], Chapitre VII, §3)
is designated by S(Rn). It is topologised by the seminorms p = r
The topology on S'(Rn)is the strong topology ß(S'(Rn); S(Rn)).
(where r is an integer) defined by
for all cp e S(Rn). The dual S'(Rn) of S(Rn) is the space of 
temperate distributions on Rn (Schwartz [3], Chapitre VII, § A).
0.5.5. Cq (R°) is written for the space of continuous 
functions on Rn which tend to zero at infinity. The topology 
of C^(Rn) is defined by the supremum norm, as usual. When 
equipped with this topology, C^(Rn) has for its dual the space 
of bounded complex Radon measures on Rn, which is denoted by 
M(Rn). For the definition and some of the properties of this latter
space, see Hewitt and Ross [1]. We denote by e the Diraca
measure concentrated on a.
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0.5.6. We denote by (R°) the space of bounded
continuous functions on Rn. This space will always be endowed
with the strict topology (Herz [1 ]). The strict topology may 
be defined by the seminorms
f — > I Ilef I I, for all f € Cbd(Rn)
where || ]| denotes the uniform (= supremum) norm, and k
ranges over C^(Rn). It is easily verified that the dual of
C^d(Rn) with this topology can be identified with M(Rn); every
continuous linear functional on C. ,(Rn) has the formbd
f — > / fdp, for all f € C (Rn) n J bdR
where p is some bounded Radon measure on Rn ,
0.5.7. Let f and g be functions defined on Rn. We
say that f and g are equal almost everywhere if the set of points 
x e Rn at which f(x) ^ g(x), is of Lebesgue measure zero. We
write
f - g a.e.
to indicate the fact that f and g are equal almost everywhere. 
Similarly, if f and g are functions on Rn which differ only 
on a locally negligible set, we say that f and g are equal 
locally almost everywhere and write
f = g l.a.e.
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P nSuppose that 1 < p < oo. Vie denote by L' (R ) the usual 
Lebesgue space of equivalence classes of p-power integrable 
functions on Rn. Following standard practice, we often identify 
a function in l/°(Rn) with the equivalence class to which it 
belongs. Two functions f and g define the same equivalence 
class in Lt0(Rn) if and only if f = g a.e.
The space of equivalence classes of measurable functions on R which 
are bounded locally almost everywhere, is denoted by L°°(Rn).
Once again, we usually identify a function with the equivalence 
class which contains it. Two functions f and g in L°°(Rn) 
define the same equivalence class if and only if f = g l.a.e.
If 1 < p < °o, Lp(Rn) is given the usual norm topology;
L°°(Rn) will always be assumed to have the weak a(L°°,L^ )
1 ntopology generated by L (R ).
For a precise definition of the spaces L^(Rn) (1 < p < «>) > 
see Hewitt and Ross [1 ], Definitions 12.1 and 12.11.
0.5.8. If 1 < p < oo, we designate by D^P the space of 
indefinitely differentiable functions defined on Rn which, together 
with all their derivatives, belong to L^(Rn). The topology on DTp 
is defined by the semi-norms
cp — > sup{ I I Dacp I i : I cl I <  m}
1 2 .
where m ran g es  over the  n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r s ,  and | |  j |^  
th e  I/D-norm. (For a comment on th e  rem ain ing  n o ta t i o n  used 
above, see § 0 . 5 .1 3 ) .
deno tes
The space B i s  d e f in e d  in  a s im i l a r  f a s h io n  to  D < p < oo),
w i th  L°°(Rn ) r e p la c in g  Lp (Rn ) in  th e  d e f i n i t i o n ;  i . e . ,
B i s  th e  space of i n d e f i n i t e l y  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  f u n c t io n s  which
have bounded d e r i v a t i v e s  o f  a l l  o r d e r s .  The topo logy  o f  B i s  th e
weak to p o lo g y  Cf(B,D’ 1 ) (see  be low ).
—“  L
B d en o te s  the  subspace o f  B c o n s i s t i n g  o f  th o se  fu n c t io n s  
i n  B w hich, to g e th e r  w ith  a l l  t h e i r  d e r i v a t i v e s ,  tend  to  ze ro  
a t  i n f i n i t y .  The topo logy  on B i s  d e f in e d  by the  semi-norms
cp —> sup{| |Da cp| I : | a |  <  m}
where m i s  a n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r ,  and | |  j | i s  th e  un ifo rm  norm.
I f  1 < p <  oo, we deno te  by D'^p th e  d u a l  o f  th e  space I^q , 
where q i s  th e  number d e f in e d  by
D’ 1 and Bf deno te  th e  d u a ls  o f  B and D_ 1 r e s p e c t i v e l y .
— L — — -  L
A d i s t r i b u t i o n  in  B* i s  s a id  to  be bounded. The topo logy
on D' p(l <  p < oo) i s  th e  s t ro n g  topo logy  ß ( D ' p , D Tq) ( s e e
Edwards [ 1 ] ,  § 3 .4 )  induced  by D q.. S im i la r ly  fo r  D!LI . Bf i s= L = L =
equipped w i th  th e  weak CJ(B’ ,D l) - top o lo g y .
= ~ L
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B’ i s  w r i t t e n  f o r  t h e  c l o s u r e  i n  B’ ( r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  s t r o n g
zz =
t o p o l o g y  ß C B ^ E l O  o f  t h e  sp a ce  E* o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  h a v in g
compact  s u p p o r t .  lie  endow B' w i t h  t h e  r e l a t i v i z e d  ß ( B ’ ,D l )— — =L
t o p o l o g y .
For  a more d e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e s e  s p a c e s ,  and some o f  
t h e i r  p r o p e r t i e s  - e s p e c i a l l y  t h e i r  r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e i r  t o p o l o g i c a l  
d u a l s  - s ee  Schwar tz  [ 3 ] ,  C h a p i t r e  VI ,  § 3 .
0 . 5 . 9 .  I f  u i s  a d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  t h e n  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  u 
(Hörmander  [ 1 ] ,  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 3 . 2 )  i s  d e n o te d  by supp u .
L e t  f  be a c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  on Rn . Then we w r i t e  
Z ( f )  f o r  t h e  c l o s e d  s e t
Z ( f )  = -(x e Rn : f ( x )  = o}
0 . 5 . 1 0 .  Suppose t h a t  f  i s  a f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  on Rn .
s/ n
The r e f l e c t i o n  f  o f  f  i s  t h e  f u n c t i o n  on R d e f i n e d  by
f ( x )  = f ( - x )  f o r  a l l  x  e Rn .
I f  F i s  a  r e f l e c t i o n - i n v a r i a n t  v e c t o r  space  o f  f u n c t i o n s  on
Rn , and T i s  a l i n e a r  form on F,  t h e n  we d e f i n e  t h e  r e f l e c t i o n
s /
T o f  T by
T ( f )  = T ( f )  f o r  a l l  f  e F.
14.
Clearly, T is a linear form on F.
0.5.11. The Fourier transform (Schwartz [3], Chapitre VII)
✓\of a temperate distribution u will be denoted by u. If
1 n ^f € L (R ), then the Fourier transform f of f is the function
C^(Rn) defined by
f(x) = / f(x) exp(-2rtixx)dx for all x e Rn.
Rn
By Theoreme XIII in Chapitre VII, §6 of Schwartz [3], the 
mapping u — > u is a topological isomorphism of S'(Rn) onto 
itself; and by Theoreme XII in the same section, the restriction 
of this mapping to S(Rn) is a topological isomorphism of S(Rn) 
onto itself. The Inversion Theorem asserts that
u = u for all u e Sf(Rn).
We shall be constantly using thi3 fact.
✓NAs we have stated above, the notation u will be used to 
designate the Fourier transform of u, where u is an a priori 
given element of S’(Rn); but we shall also require the symbol ^
to play a reciprocal role: when we talk of a temperate distribution
/ \
u, we shall mean that this distribution is the Fourier transform 
of the element u € S'(Rn). This convention is justified by the 
Inversion Theorem.
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0 .5 .1 2 .  The d e f i n i t i o n  o f  th e  c o n v o lu t io n  u*v o f  two 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  u and v which we adopt i s  the  one g iven  in  
C heva l ley  [1  ] .  The c o n s is te n c y  o f  th e  s e v e ra l  well-known b u t 
a p p a re n t ly  d i f f e r e n t  d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  c o n v o lu t io n  i s  e s t a b l i s h e d  in  
S h i r a i s h i  [ 1 j . For an accoun t o f  th e  d e t a i l e d  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  
c o n v o lu t io n ,  we r e f e r  to  C havalley  [ 1 j , Schwartz [ 2 j and [ 3 j ,  
and S h i r a i s h i  ( 1 J . Here we c o n te n t  o u r s e lv e s  w ith  n o t in g  one 
im p o r ta n t  f a c t .  I f  u and v a re  tem p era te  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  such
t h a t  u*v i s  d e f in e d  and i s  a l s o  a tem p era te  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  th en
/ \
we d e f in e  th e  p ro d u c t  u .v  by
/ \  / ^ \
u .v  = u*v
/ \  oo n /s / \
I t  i s  easy  to  v e r i f y  t h a t  i f  u e C (R ) ,  th e n  u .v  c o in c id e s
w ith  the  o rd in a ry  p o in tw ise  p roduc t o f  the  d i s t r i b u t i o n  v w ith
00 ^th e  C - f u n c t i o n  u.
0 .5 .1 3 .  T hroughou t,  we adopt th e  u su a l  c o n v en tio n s  and 
n o ta t io n s  o f  th e  c a l c u lu s  o f  n v a r i a b l e s .  See, f o r  example, 
Hörmander [ 1 j , p .4 .
1 6 .
CHAPTER 1
A D M ISSIB L E  SPACES
17.
1.1. INTRODUCTION.
We begin this chapter by defining the distribution spaces
which form the background to the approximation problems v?ith which
we shall be concerned. These spaces are called dilation-invariant
c-admissible spaces, or, more briefly, dilation spaces. Some of
the basic properties of these spaces are derived, and we exhibit
a close relationship which exists between c-admissible spaces
and (a modified version of) the admissible spaces considered
in Yoshinaga and Ogata [1] and Hirata [1], in connection with
the definition of the convolution of two distributions. We
remark here that although our interest in the approximation problems
which we consider was not motivated by the results contained in
Yoshinaga and Ogata [1] and Hirata [I], the existence of the
above-mentioned relationship (between c-admissible and admissible
spaces) is not at all surprising. Vie have already stated in
Chapter 0 that we wished to employ the methods of Karasymiv [1]
within a more general framework. Now, the proofs of the results
which appear there are founded on two concepts: the fact that
every continuous linear functional on LP(Rn) can be expressed
as a convolution evaluated at 0; and the existence (as a
n ^distribution on R ) of the Fourier transform f of an element 
f € Lp(Rn). Thus, if we make any reasonably direct attempt to 
extend the methods of Harasymiv [1], we are immediately faced with 
the task of finding sufficient (and, if possible, necessary) conditions
16.
for the existence of the convolution of an element u in our 
approximation space with each element v in the topological dual 
of this space. (We are here anticipating the definition of an 
admissible space, and assuming that the topological dual can be 
identified with a space of distributions). The problem of finding 
such conditions is precisely the subject matter of Yoshinaga and 
Ogata [1] and Hirata [1], The modification to Yoshinaga and 
Ogata's definition of an admissible space, which we have referred 
to above, is forced upon us by our desire to utilize the concept 
of the Fourier transform; this desire restricts us to spaces of 
temperate distributions.
The remainder of the chapter is devoted to a precise 
explanation of the approximation problems with which we shall be 
concerned, and a discussion of the general method of attack on 
these problems. We end by mentioning examples of dilation 
spaces which are of especial interest, and which we consider in 
detail in Chapter 6.
Throughout, j denotes the function on Rn defined by 
j(x) = ... x^, for all x € R^.
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1 . 2 .  DILATIONS AND TRANSLATES OF DISTRIBUTIONS.
1 . 2 . 1 .  D e f i n i t i o n .
Let  cp e D(Rn) and suppose t h a t  b € Rn . The fu n c t i o n  
cp, € D(Rn ) d e f in e d  by
D —
cp^(x) = cp(x+b) f o r  a l l  x e Rn
i s  c a l l e d  a t r a n s l a t e  o f  cp (by the  e lement b ) . A t r a n s l a t e
o f  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  u e Df (Rn ) i s  d e f ine d  v i a  th e  t r ansposed  
mapping (Edwards [ 1 ] ,  £ 3 . 6 ) :
u (cp) = u(cp ) f o r  a l l  cp e D(Rn )b ~ D —
1 . 2 . 2 ,  D e f i n i t i o n .
I f  a e Rn i s  such t h a t  a. ^  0 f o r  a l l  k e N, th enk '
cL nth e  d i l a t i o n  cp o f  a f u n c t i o n  cp e D(R ) i s  d e f in e d  by
cpa (x) = cp(ax) f o r  a l l  x e Rn (1 .1 )
c i nC l e a r l y ,  cp e D(R ) .  Once a g a in ,  we make use  of  the  t r a n s p o s e d  
mapping t o  d e f i n e  the  c o r r e s p o n d in g  d i l a t i o n  u of  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  u:
-1
ua (cp) = 11 / j ( a )  |u(cpa ) fo r  a l l  cp e D(R ) (1 .2 )
£
C l e a r l y ,  u and u, , as  d e f in e d  above,  a r e  e lements  ofb
D*(Rn ) .  I f  u € D '(Rn ) i s  a f u n c t i o n ,  i t  i s  easy  to  v e r i f y  t h a t
u and u, a r e  a l s o  f u n c t i o n s ;  f u r th e rm o re ,  u (x) = u(ax)b
20.
and u^(x) = u(x+b) for each x e Rn. [The identification
of a function with a distribution is made via the integral, in the 
usual way.]
Remark. The definition of u as in (1.2) may at first 
sight appear unduly complicated. However, this is the only 
possible definition if (1.1) and (1.2) are to agree when u 
is a function in D(Rn).
1.2.3. Definition.
We say that a vector subspace E of D'(Rn) is dilation-
3.invariant [translation-invariant] if u € E [ u ^ e E ]  for each
u e E and each a € R„ [each b e Rnj.N
Obviously, S(Rn) and Sf(Rn) are subspaces of D ’(Rn) which 
are both translation-invariant and dilation-invariant.
We now collect together some elementary results about the 
dilations of a distribution.
1.2.4. Lemma.
/ N  ^  -1
If u e S’(Rn) and a e R^ , then ua = |l/j(a)|ua
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Proof.
The required result is an immediate consequence of equation
Before stating and proving the next result, we remind the 
reader once again that the definition of convolution which we have 
adopted is the one given in Chevalley [lj.
1.2.6, Lemma.
Let u and v be distributions such that u*v is defined. 
Then, for each a € R , u *v is defined and
(5.15.14) in Edwards [lj.
1.2.5. Lemma.
Proof.
This follows easily from the definition of u .
Il/j(a)j(u*v)a (1.3)
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Proof.
Suppose that w e D‘(Rn) and a € R^. Then, for each 
<p e D(Rn) and each x e Rn, we have
cl 3>W *<p(x) - w (cp_x )
-1
83 ! l / j ( a ) | . ; ( ( c p _ x ) a )
-1
= I l / j ( a )  |w((cpa ) )“q X-1
11 / j (a) |w-y<pa (ax)
^-1
~ |l/j(a) | (w*<p& )a(x)
Thus we infer (since x e Rn was arbitrary) that
-1
w % c p  =  (w * c p a  )a (1.4)
Now let u and v be as in the statement of Lemma 1.2.6, 
and suppose that a e R^. Since u*v is defined, it follows
that (u*cp) (v*u.O is integrable for each e D(R ) and each 
\jr € D(Rn); see Chevalley [1], p.112. This last fact, together 
with (1.4), entails that (u%cp) (v *cp) is integrable for all 
cp e D(Rn) and \Jr e D(Rn). We now again refer to Chevalley [1],
cl 2p.112, and see that u *v is indeed defined.
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It remains to prove (1.3). By (1) on p.117 of Chevalley 
[lj, we have, for all cp,\Jr e D(R°), and each x e Rn,
3. 3. , 3  gu *v *<p*\|r(x) = j u *cp(x-y)v *t(y)dy (1.5)
R
Combining (1.4) and (1.5), we see that if a e and 
cp,\Jr e D(Rn), then
ua*va (cp*^) = /  ua*cp(-y)va*\Ky)dy 
R
2r „"I -1
= 11 / j  (a)  I f u*cpa ( - a y ) v ^ a ( ay )d y  
R
1 ~ l  -1
= | l / j ( a ) |  j u*cpa (~y)v*\|fa (y )d y  
R1
~ -1 -1
-  11 /  j  ( a ) I u *v(cpa *\J/a ) ( 1 . 6 )
Now, it immediately follows from (1.4) that 
-1 -1 -1
cpa *i|ra * I j ( a )  I (q>*\|r)a (1.7)
Relations (1.6) and (1.7), together with the definition of 
(u*v)a, imply that
2 -i
U *va(cp*t) = 11 /j (a)  u*v((cp ^)a )
= 11 / j  (a)  I ( u * v ) a (cp*\jr) ( 1 . 8 )
The step from (1.3) to relation (1.3) is trivial; we simply 
observe that the set of functions cp*\}r, with cp e D(Rn) and 
ljr e D(Rn), is dense in D(Rn). j | j
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1.3. c-ADMISSIBLE SPACES.
We shall only have need to consider vector subspaces of 
S'(Rn) which contain S(Rn). To avoid repetition, it shall 
always be understood that, whenever we speak of a space of temperate 
distributions, we mean a vector subspace of S'(Rn) which contains 
§(Rn).
Let E be a locally convex space of temperate distributions; 
i.e., E is a vector subspace of S*(Rn) (containing S(Rn)), 
which, as an abstract vector space, has a locally convex vector 
topology defined on it. Suppose that there exists a vector subspace 
Eq °f j§’(R ) (containing S(R )) f and a bilinear form < , > 
defined on E x E^, with the following properties. Every 
continuous linear functional on E has the form
u — > < u,v > for all u e E (1.9)
for some element v e E^; and conversely, if v € E^, then
(1.9) defines a continuous linear functional on E. Moreover, 
suppose that the correspondence between the continuous linear 
functionals on E and the elements of E^ expressed in (1.9) is 
one-to-one. Then, clearly, E^ may be identified with the topological 
dual of E; we denote if by E 1, and say that the topological 
dual E 1 of E is a space of temperate distributions. We note that
if E is a locally convex space of temperate distributions, and its
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dual is also a space of temperate distributions., then E
is necessarily Hausdorff.
In general, if E is a locally convex space of temperate 
distributions such that its dual E ’ is also a space of temperate 
distributions, we denote by < , > the bilinear form on E x E 1 
arising from the natural pairing of E and E*.
1.3.1. Definition.
Suppose that E is a locally convex space of temperate 
distributions, and its topological dual space Ef is also a space 
of temperate distributions. In these circumstances, we say that 
E is a c-admissible space if the following conditions are 
satisfied.
i) E is translation-invariant and E' is translation- 
invariant .
ii) For each u c E and each v € E ’, u*v is defined as a
temperate distribution, and is the distribution generated 
by a continuous function on Rn.
iii) For each u e E and each v e E f, we have
< u,v > = u*v(0)
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Remarks. D i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t  c - a d m is s ib le  spaces  form the  
s e t t i n g  in  which our app rox im ation  problems a re  s t a t e d ;  see th e  
nex t s e c t i o n .  The t r a n s l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n c e  (and d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n c e )  
o f  E i s ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  n e c e s s a ry  i f  th e se  problems a re  to  make sen se .  
The m o t iv a t io n  o f  th e  rem ain ing  c o n d i t io n s  in  D e f in i t i o n  1 .3 .1  
i s  our d e s i r e  to  u t i l i z e  th e  methods o f  Harasymiv [ l j .  He 
have a l r e a d y  i n d i c a t e d  ( i n  § 1 .1 )  > th e  r o l e  o f  c o n d i t io n s  i i )
and i i i )  above; more w i l l  be sa id  about t h i s  i n  1 .5 .  The
t r a n s l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n c e  o f  E r ( to g e th e r  w ith  c o n d i t io n s  i i )  
and i i i ) )  e n s u re s  t h a t ,  f o r  each b e Rn , th e  mapping u —> u^
o f  E i n t o  i t s e l f  i s  weakly co n t in u o u s ;  t h i s  p ro p e r ty  o f  c -
a d m is s ib le  spaces  i s  used in  th e  d e r i v a t i o n  o f  th e  r e s u l t s  in  
C hapter 4 .
F i n a l l y ,  we rem ark t h a t  i f  E i s  c - a d m is s ib le ,  th e n  E '  
i s  a l s o  c - a d m is s i b l e ,  when equipped w ith  any topo logy  which i s  
com patib le  w i th  th e  d u a l i t y  between E and E ’ .
He now b r i e f l y  d i s c u s s  c - a d m is s ib le  s p a c e s ,  and e x h i b i t  some 
o f  t h e i r  b a s ic  p r o p e r t i e s .
1 .3 .2 .  Theorem
I f  E i s  a c - a d m is s ib le  sp ace ,  th e n  D(Rn) i s  dense i n  E.
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Proof.
Suppose that v € E f is such that 
Cp*v(0) = 0 for all cp e D(Rn)
Then v = 0 as a distribution on Rn, and so, for each u e E,
u*v(0) = 0
since u*v is continuous, by condition ii) of Definition 1.3.1. 
He nov; invoke the Hahn-Banach theorem to complete the proof.
We shall nov? derive some results which illustrate the close 
connection which exists between c-admissible spaces and admissible 
spaces. In particular, we characterize barrelled c-admissible 
spaces as a sub-class of barrelled admissible spaces. We first 
introduce several definitions and lemmas.
1.3.3. Definition. (cf. Yoshinaga and Ogata [1], p.17.)
Suppose that E is a locally convex space of temperate 
distributions. We say that E is an admissible space if
i) S(Rn) is dense in E.
ii) The injections S(Rn) — > E — > S'(Rn) are continuous.
S 3  2 3
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Remarks. Suppose that E is an admissible space, and suppose 
that v is a continuous linear functional on E. Then the 
mapping defined by
cp e S(Rn) — -> cp e E — > v ( c p ) ,  for all 5p e S(Rn)
is a continuous linear functional on S(Rn); this follows from the 
continuity of the injection S(Rn) — > E. Thus, the above mapping 
defines a temperate distribution v* on Rn. In view of the fact 
that S(Rn) is dense in E, the correspondence v <— > v' is 
one-to-one. Furthermore, each element cp € S(Rn) determines a 
continuous linear functional cpf on E defined by
u e E — > u e S’(Rn) — > u*cp(0), for all u € E.
This is a consequence of the continuity of the injection
E — > S*(Rn). Once again, the correspondence cp < — >  cp' is one-to-one.
The foregoing discussion shows that the topological dual of E
may be identified with a vector subspace of S'(Rn) which contains
S(Rn). In other words, the topological dual E* of E is a
space of temperate distributions.
We notice that, because of the very way in which the above 
identification was made, we have
<  u , c p  > =* u*cp(0) for all u e E
< cp,v > = cp*v(0) for all v € E'
(1.10)
(1.11)
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whenever cp e S(Rn) .  These relations should be compared with 
condition iii) of Definition 1.3.1.
Finally, we remark that if E is admissible according to our 
definition, then E is admissible in Yoshinaga and Ogata’s sense 
(Yoshinaga and Ogata [1J) . This is easily demonstrated if we 
notice that the injections D(Rn) — > S(Rn) and S’(Rn) — > D ’(Rn)SS S5 SS —
are continuous.
1.3.4. Definition, (cf. Yoshinaga and Ogata [1], p.20.)
Let E be a locally convex space of temperate distributions.
The c-dual E.. of E is defined to be the set of all temperate 
distributions v such that u*v is defined as a temperate 
distribution for each u e E.
Remark. The requirement that u*v be defined as a temperate 
distribution is the same as the requirement that the (S')-convolution 
of u and v be defined (see Shiraishi [1]).
1.3.5. Definition. (cf. Yoshinaga and Ogata [1J, p.21.)
Let E be an admissible space which has the following 
property: if v e S’(Rn) is such that v*cp e E ’ for each 
cp € S(Rn), then v e E,,. We then say that the space E is 
c-regular.
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A sequence (cp. ) in D(R11) is said to be a sequence of k =
regularizations if, for each k, cp^  = cp, , cp^  > 0, Jcp^(x)dx = 1, 
and the support of cp^  shrinks to jo ]- in Rn . A sequence 01^
in D(Rn) is said to be a sequence of multiplicators if, for 
each k, 0 < \Jr < 1, lim.\|/. = 1  in E(Rn) and (\|r, ) is bounded 
in B (see ” 0.5.8).=  o
1.3.6. Definition. (cf. Yoshinaga and Ogata [lj, p.18.)
An admissible space E is said to be permitted if there 
exist a sequence (cp^ ) regularizations and a sequence 
of multiplicators such that, for each u e E,
limk Wu) limk tpk*(+ku) = u in E .
1.3.7. Lemma.
Let E be a translation-invariant admissible space. If, 
for each b e Rn, the mapping u — > u^ of E into E is weakly 
continuous, then E* is translation-invariant.
Proof.
Suppose that b e Rn, and the mapping u — > u, is weaklyb
continuous. Let v € E'. Then the mapping u — > <u^,v> 
defines a weakly continuous linear functional on E, and thus is
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represented by an element w e E'. Now, if cp e S(Rn), then
(by (1.11))
w*cp(0) = < cp,w >
= <cpb  ^V >
= cpb«ev(0)
= Cp^vb (0)
Thus, w = v^ as a temperate distribution, and so v^ e E ’ .
Since v e E ’ and b e Rn were arbitrary, the proof is complete. j||
Corollary.
Let E be a translation-invariant barrelled permitted space.
Then E r is translation-invariant.
Proof.
We first observe that the map
u € E — > u € D ’(Rn) — > u e D'(Rn) for all u € E — b —
is continuous from E into D ’(Rn). Hence, by Theorem 2 in 
Yoshinaga and Ogata [1], the map u — ■> u^ of E into itself is 
continuous. The required result no\7 follows from Proposition 8.6.5 
in Edx^ards [1], and Lemma 1.3.7.
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1 . 3 . 8 .  Lemma.
Let  E be a d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t  a d m is s ib le  space .  I f ,  fo r
£
each a e R^, th e  mapping u —■> u of  E i n t o  E i s  weakly 
c o n t in u o u s ,  the n  E* i s  d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t .
P r o o f .
We employ a s i m i l a r  argument to  t h a t  used i n  th e  p roo f  o f  
Lemma 1 . 3 . 7 .  | |  j
C o r o l l a r y .
Let  E be a d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t  b a r r e l l e d  p e rm i t t e d  s pace .
Then E* i s  d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t .
Proof .
*
The argument fo l low s  s i m i l a r  l i n e s  to  the  proof  o f  the  c o r o l l a r y  
to  Theorem 1 . 3 . 7 .  | j  |
1 . 3 . 9 .  Lemma.
Let  E be a b a r r e l l e d  a d m is s ib le  space .  I f  v e E^, 
v*cp e E* f o r  each cp e S(Rn ) .
the n
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Proof.
Let v e Ej,. Theorem 3 in Yoshinaga and Ogata [1J shows 
that the mapping
u — > u*v for all u e E (1.12)
is continuous from E into D ’(Rn). Furthermore, by the definition 
of E , this mapping has range in S'(Rn). Since S’(Rn) iszs ss
the dual of the permitted space S(Rn), Theorem 2 in Yoshinaga 
and Ogata [1] tells us that the mapping defined by (1.12) is 
continuous from E into S’(R ). Therefore, for each 
Cp e S(Rn), the mapping
u € E — > u*v € S’(Rn) — ■> u*v-x-cp(0) for all u e E
defines a continuous linear functional on E. Thus, for each
cp e S(Rn), there exists w € E 1 such that=  cp
< > = u*v-cp(0) for all u € E (1.13)
The proof is completed by noticing that, because of (1.11) and 
(1.13), and v * c p  coincide as temperate distributions on Rn. jjj
Remark. Lemma 1.3.9 is the analogue of Theorem 3(1) in
Yoshinaga and Ogata [1],
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The above results enable us to prove the following theorem, 
which characterizes those barrelled admissible spaces which are 
c-admissible.
1.3.10. Theorem.
Let E be a translation-invariant barrelled space of temperate 
distributions. Then E is c-admissible if and only if the following 
four conditions are satisfied.
(a) E is a c-regular admissible space.
(b) E l is a module over S(Rn) with respect to convolution.
(c) For each u e E, the mapping x — > u^ of Rn into 
E is continuous for the weak topology on E.
(d) For each x e Rn, the mapping u — > u^ of E into 
itself is weakly continuous.
Proof.
We shall first prove the "only if" part.
Suppose that E is c-admissible. It is evident that the
xi ninjection 6. : S(R ) — > E is weakly continuous. Since S(R ) 
is bornological (Edwards [1], p.377), we may appeal to Theorem 
8.11.3 in Edwards [1] and deduce that 6^ is continuous.
IFurthermore, if we remember that 3(Rn) is reflexive (Edwards [1], 
p.377), it is easy to verify that the injection G0 : E — > S’(Rn)
L  —
is weakly continuous. We next observe that S'(Rn) is B^-complete 
(by Proposition 8.10.7 in Edwards [1]); therefore, since E 
is barrelled, we may apply Theorem 8.11.5(b) in Edwards [1] 
and infer that is continuous. We have thus shown that condition
ii) of Definition 1.3.3 is satisfied. Since condition i) of 
Definition 1.3.3 is also satisfied (by Theorem 1.3.2), we see 
that E is admissible.
We now prove that E is, in fact, c-regular. Suppose that 
v e Sf(Rn) is such that v * c p  € E 1 for each cp € S(Rn). Then 
by condition ii) of Definition 1.3.1, v * c p  e E^ for each 
cp e S(Rn). This last fact entails, as noted in Hirata and Ogata 
[1] (p.150, second and third paragraphs), that v € E . Hence 
E is c-regular.
The fact that E l is a module over S(Rn) follows from 
Lemma 1.3.9; for E is admissible (see above), barrelled, and 
E' <=E#.
The necessity of condition (c) above is an immediate 
consequence of conditions ii) and iii) in Definition 1.3.1; 
and the necessity of (d) is implied by the translation-invariance
35 .
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of E' (condition i) in Definition 1.3.1), together with conditions 
ii) and iii) of the same definition.
We now turn our attention to establishing the sufficiency 
of conditions (a) - (d).
We first remark that conditions (a) and (d), and Theorem 1.3.7, 
ensure that E ’ is translation-invariant. Thus, it remains to 
show that conditions ii) and iii) of Definition 1.3.1 are 
satisfied.
Conditions (a) and (b) together entail that E ’ c E^.
Moreover, by condition (c), the function x — > < u^,v > is 
continuous on R , for each u e E and each v € E*. Now,
if u € E and v € E ’, then
< u ,v > = < u,v > for all x e Rn (1.14)X X
To see this, we notice that if x e R°, then, since E ’ is
translation-invariant, the mapping n — > < u,v^ > defines a continuous
linear functional on E; and, by condition (d), the mapping
u u ,v > also defines a weakly continuous (and hence continuous) x
linear functional on E. Since these mappings coincide (by (1.11)) 
on the dense subset S(Rn) of E, they are identical. This 
proves the validity of (1.14). From this, we see that the proof
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of our theorem will, be complete if we can show that, for each 
u € E and each v € E 1, u-:<-v is the function defined by
u*v(x) = < u,v > for all x e R (1.15)
Next, we remark that if u e E ,  v e E f and cp e S(Rn),
then
< u,v*<p > *= u*v*cp(0) (1.16)
This equality is established by the following argument. The 
mapping u — > u*v*cp(0) defines a continuous linear functional 
on E; this is shown by reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 1.3.9. 
Furthermore, this mapping coincides (by (1.11)) with the continuous 
mopping u — > < u,v*cp > on the dense subset S(Rn) of E;
thus, the two mappings coincide on the whole of E.
Suppose that v e E 1 and that K is a compact subset of Rn. 
Equation (1.14), together with condition (c), implies that, 
for each v e E', the mapping x — > of Rn into E* is
weakly continuous. Thus, the set : x e k| is weakly compact,
and hence weakly bounded in E ’. Referring to Theorem 7.1.1 (b) 
in Edwards [1], we see that |vx : x e k [ is an equicontinuous
subset of E 1.
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We a re  now ready  to  prove ( 1 .1 5 ) .  L e t u € E and v e E*
be a r b i t r a r i l y  chosen . Since S(Rn) i s  dense i n  E, we may
e x t r a c t  a n e t  (cp, ) from S(Rn ) such t h a t
lim^ CfL = u in  E (1 .1 7 )
The n e t  (cp^) converges  un ifo rm ly  on e q u ico n t in u o u s  s u b s e ts  o f  
E ’ (see  Edwards [ 1 ] ,  p .5 0 4 ) .  Thus, in  view o f  th e  remarks made 
i n  th e  l a s t  p a ra g ra p h ,  i t  fo l lo w s  t h a t  i f  K i s  a compact s u b se t  
o f  Rn , th e n
lim . < cp.,v >  = <  u ,v  > un ifo rm ly  fo r  x e K (1 .13 )
i  1 X X
Using s u c c e s s iv e ly  ( 1 .1 7 ) ,  (1 .1 3 )  and ( 1 .1 1 ) ,  we have, fo r  
each cp e D(Rn ) ,
J < u ,v  > cp(x)dx = 
Rn X
SS
/  lim . <cp. , v  > cp(x)dx 
Rn 1 1 x
lim . J <cp. ,v  > cp(x)dx l  _,n l  x Y
lim^ J n cp^*v(x)cp(x)dx
l im  cp^ -x-v-x-cp^ ) (1 .1 9 )
Now, u s in g  in  t u r n  ( 1 .1 1 ) ,  (1 .1 7 )  and ( 1 .1 6 ) ,  we see t h a t  fo r  
each  cp e D(Rn ) ,
linK cpi *v*cp(0) = lim^ < cp^ v-x-cp > 
= < u,v*cp >
u*v*cp(0) ( 1 . 20)
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Equations (1.19) and (1.20) together entail that (1.15) 
holds; and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.10.
We restate Theorem 2 of Hirata [1]. The proof given below 
is similar to the one which appears in Hirata [1]; however, 
because we have modified the definitions of admissibility and 
c-regularity, we reproduce this proof here for the sake of completeness.
1.3.11. Theorem. (Hirata ^1])
Let E be an admissible space. If E ’ c E , then E is
c-regular. If E is a barrelled permitted space which is a 
module (with respect to convolution) over S(Rn), then E is 
c-regular if and only if E’ c E^.
Proof. (Hirata [1])
Suppose that v e S'(Rn) is such that v*cp € E ’ for each 
Cp € S(Rn). If E ’ c E^, then v*cp e E^ for each cp e S(Rn); 
and this implies (Hirata and Ogata [1], p.150) that v e E^, 
whence E is c-regular.
We now prove the second statement of the theorem. Assume 
that E is c-regular, and let v e E' be arbitrary. If 
cp € S(Rn), then the endomorphism of E defined by u — > u*cp 
is continuous; this follows from Theorem 2 in Yoshinaga and
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Ogat« fil* Thus, the mapping
u — > < u-x-cp,v > for all u e E
defines an element w e E ’. Now. (1,11) shows that wcp cp
coincides with v*ep as a distribution on R°; hence v-x-cp = w € E*. 
Since cp € S(Ra) was arbitrary and E is c-regular, we infer
that v e E .
TT
Thus E f c E. In view of the first part of the
Theorem, this completes the proof.
1.3.12. Lemma.
Let E be a barrelled admissible space. Then E* c E
-A*
if and only if E is c-regular and E ’ is a module over S(Rn). 
Proof.
The "only if" part follows from Theorem 1.3.11 and Lemma 
1.3.9. The proof of the converse is trivial.
If we combine Lemma 1.3.12 with Theorem 1.3.10, we 
immediately get the following alternative form of Theorem 1.3.10.
1.3.13. Theorem.
Let E be a translation-invariant barrelled space of temperate 
distributions. Then E is c-admissible if and only if it satisfies 
the following conditions.
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(a) E is admissible and E ’ cz E
(b) If E is given the weak topology, then the mapping 
(x,u) — > u^ of Rn x E into E is separately 
continuous.
We end this section by stating a corollary of the above 
theorem for barrelled permitted spaces.
1.3.14. Theorem.
Let E be a translation-invariant barrelled permitted space 
which is a module over S(Rn). Then E is c-admissible if and
only if E is c-regular and, for each u e E, the mapping 
x — > u^ of Rn into E is continuous for the weak topology on E.
Proof.
The "only if" part follows from Theorem 1.3.10.
Conversely, suppose that E satisfies the conditions in the 
statement of Theorem 1.3.14. Reasoning as in the proof of the 
corollary to Lemma 1.3.7, we deduce that the mapping u — > u^ 
of E into itself is weakly continuous, for each x e Rn; and, 
by Theorem 1.3.11, E * c E^. Reference to Theorem 1.3.13 now 
completes the proof.
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1.4. THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS 
1.4.1. Definition.
Let E be a dilation-invariant c-admissible space. If the
continuous for the weak topology on E, we say that E is a dilation 
space.
Remark. We notice that if E is a dilation space, then its 
topological dual space E ’ is dilation-invariant and translation- 
invariant; see Theorem 1.3.7 (which holds for c-admissible spaces) 
and Definition 1.3.1. Hence, E' is also a dilation space, when 
equipped with any topology compatible with the duality between E 
and E *; in particular, if E is a reflexive dilation space, then 
E', with its strong topology, is a barrelled (Edwards [1], Theorem 
8.4.5 and Corollary 8.4.6) dilation space.
Suppose that E is a dilation space, and that A is a subset of
R„ and B is a subset of Rn . If u € E, then we N
the closed vector subspace of E spanned by the set
If A = R^ and B = Rn, we suppress the supercript and subscript, and
Awrite simply T[u] for T [u]. Since, for each a € R.T and each
D N
n ql slb e R , (u^) = (u ) -1^, we see that T[u] is the closed vector
subspace of E spanned by the set We have
the following result.
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1 .4 .2 .  Theorem.
L e t E be a d i l a t i o n  space . I f  A i s  a dense s u b se t  o f  and
n ^
B i s  a dense su b se t  o f  R , th e n  T lu j  = T [u ] ,  fo r  each u e E.
D
P ro o f .
L e t A and B be as  above, and l e t  u e E be a r b i t r a r y .  Suppose 
t h a t  v e E* i s  such t h a t
(u. ) a* v (0 )  = 0 fo r  a l l  a e A and a l l  b e B (1 .21 )
b j
By th e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a d i l a t i o n  space ,  th e  mapping (x ,y )  —> (u^) o f
R^ x Rn in t o  E i s  s e p a r a t e ly  co n t in u o u s  f o r  th e  weak topo logy  on E;
th u s ,  th e  f u n c t io n  ( x ,y ) -----> (u ) *v(0) i s  s e p a r a t e ly  con t in u o u s  on
R^ x Rn . S in ce ,  by ( 1 .2 1 ) ,  t h i s  f u n c t io n  v a n ish e s  on A x B, and
A i s  dense i n  R„ N and B i s  dense in Rn, we i n f e r  t h a t
(u ) x*v(0) = 0 fo r a l l  x e
rn
and , ,  „na l l  y € R
An a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  the  Hahn-Banach theorem shows t h a t  T [u] -  T [ u ] ;
O
whence Tg[uj = Tj u ] .  | | j
In  t h i s  t h e s i s ,  we s h a l l  be concerned  w ith  th e  problem of 
c h a r a c t e r i z i n g  T [u ] ,  where u i s  an e lem ent o f  an a p r i o r i  g iven  
d i l a t i o n  space E. In  th e  g e n e ra l  c a s e ,  v/hen we have no more d e t a i l e d  
knowledge abou t E, we s h a l l  need to  assume t h a t  i t  i s  b a r r e l l e d .
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According to Theorem 1.3.13, such spaces are precisely the dilation-
invariant and translation-invariant barrelled admissible spaces E for
x nwhich E ’ c and the mapping (x,y,u) — > (u^) of R^ x R x E into E 
is separately continuous for the weak topology on E. However, in a 
number of interesting particular cases (all concerned with
approximation relative to a weak topology), we shall derive results 
about T[u] without making the assumption that E is barrelled.
These particular cases are considered in Chapter o.
1.5. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM.
Let E be a dilation space, and E' its topological dual space.
Suppose that u e E. Then the Hahn-Banach theorem asserts that an 
element w € E belongs to T[u] if and only if
w*v(0) = 0 (1.22)
whenever v e E' is such that
3u *v = 0 for all a € R„ (1.23)N
Thus, the problem of characterizing T[u] is equivalent to that of 
finding conditions which are both necessary and sufficient to ensure 
that (1.23) should imply (1.22). In the general case, when we 
have no further information about the detailed properties of the space 
E, or of the distribution u e E, the task of finding such conditions 
is a difficult one; we shall, in the general case, be primarily concerned 
with finding sufficient conditions for an element w e E to belong to T[uj.
4 5.
We attack this problem via the Fourier transform. By the definition 
of the product of txi70 temperate distributions (see £,0.5.12), and the 
foregoing comments, an element w e E belongs to T[u] if and only if
w.v = 0 (1.24)
whenever v e E' is such that
u^.v = 0 for all a e R^ (1.25)
(We have here used Lemma 1.2.4.) Now, the most obvious way of ensuring 
that the product s.t (when it exists) of two temperate distributions 
s and t vanishes is to require that supp s supp t is ;ithini( in 
some sense; the precise sense usually depends on the detailed properties 
of the two distributions s and t. The most extreme condition of 
this type is to require that supp s ^ supp t is empty; this is always 
sufficient (but rarely necessary) to ensure that s.t = 0.
Thus, a rough description of our tactics is the following. Let u e E.
We shall show that there exists a fixed subset T of Rn such that if
/\
v e E ’ satisfies (1.25), then supp v c  T. We shall then be able
✓\
to infer that w £ E satisfies (1.24) if supp w ^ T is suitably 
thin; hence w e T[u] in this case.
More precisely, we shall do the following. Let E be a barrelled 
dilation space, and suppose that u € E is such that supp u ° 
is non-empty. Assume that v e E* satisfies (1.25). Then, for each
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X € R^, we shall construct a function cp^  € C°°(R^ ) such that
cp .v = 0 on a neighbourhood W of xX ^
—  /\and I cp > 0 on U . This will entail that v = 0 on W ;|Yx ‘ X x
for there will exist a function \|r e C (Rn) such thatX
\jr cp YXYX 1 on U
and so, for each r\ e D(v; )
/\
v (t)> = v(^xCpxr|)
Vv<V>
since cp .v 0 on W . Thus, we shall be able to infer that x 3
ftsupp v c: R \R^. Chapter 4 is essentially devoted to the construction
of the functions cp . In Chapter 5, we combine the results of
/\Chapter 4 with those of Chapter 3 and restrict supp v even further; 
and we then derive some approximation results which follow from this.
/ \  Q QThe above procedure becomes unnecessary if u e C (R ) whenever 
u e E (or v € C°°(Rn) whenever v € E f). Similarly, the situation 
is simplified if E c L*(Rn) and E f c L°°(Rn) or vice-versa. In such 
cases, we shall not need to assume that E is barrelled. Several of 
the classical distribution spaces defined in Schwartz [2] and [3] 
have simplifying features such as the above; we shall deal with these 
special cases in Chapter 5.
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Finally, we remark that if E is a dilation space such that 
E 1 is a module (x^ ith respect to convolution) over S(Rn), 
and w, u € E, then w e T[u] if (1.23) implies (.122) 
x^henever v (satisfying (1.23)) is such that supp v is compact.
For suppose that this is the case; and suppose that v 1 € E 1 is
cl tlsuch that u *v* = 0  for all a e R„ . Then for each cp e S(R )N —
such that supp cp is compact, we have 
£
u *v**cp = 0 for all a e R„N
and so (since supp cp.v1 is compact)
xtf*v**cp = 0 (1.26)
Since the set of functions cp e S(Rn) x/hose Fourier transforms have 
compact support is dense in S(Rn), (1.26) entails that w*v’ = 0; 
thus, we infer that (1.23) implies (1.22) for arbitrary v e E 
satisfying (1.22).
1.6. EXAMPLES OF DILATION SPACES.
The spaces S(Rn), S'(Rn), L?(Rn)(l < p <»), gLp(Rn)(l < p <»),
D'p(Rn)(l < p < co) B, B', B 1, C.(Rn) and C. ,(Rn) are examples
of dilation spaces, when given the topologies mentioned in Q 0.5.
The spaces S(Rn), S’(Rn), LP(Rn)(l < p < oo)} gLp(Rn)(l < p < oo),
D*p(l < p < oo), B, B' and C_(Rn) are all barrelled.— JL — — U
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CHAPTER 2
DILATIONS OF SETS IN  Rn .
49.
2.1. INTRODUCTION
In this short chapter, we consider the union and intersection 
of the dilations of a set T in Rn, and derive some properties 
of these which are related to spectral synthesis. (A dilation 
of a set T c Rn is any set of the form aT, with a e R^).
The results which we establish are applied in Chapter 6.
VJe remark that the results proved in this chapter are 
simplified versions of parallel results which appear in § 2 of 
Harasymiv [2],
2.2. THE RESULTS
I c N. Then RJ 
is disjoint from
Proof.
Suppose that R^. is not disjoint from (l|aT : a € rJ .  Then
there exists x e R^ such that x € fl|aT : a € R^ j*. Now let
y 6 Rj be arbitrarily chosen. Define b € R^ and c e Rjj by
bk = xk if k £ bk - 1 if k € N\I (2.1)
Ck = yk if k 6 - • ck = 1 if k e NVI (2.2)
2.2.1. Lemma.
Suppose that T is a subset of R , and 
is either contained in fl|aT : a e R^j or R^
fh aT : a e "J-
50.
Then cb
y 1
From this, we infer that 
fvjaT : a e R^} id 
This completes the proof. |||
Let T be a closed subset of Rn, and consider the set
q = {l c N ! Rj c n{aT : a € R^}}
Suppose that I^,****ir are the maximal elements of Q, under 
the partial order induced by set inclusion. Then we have
and so
cb ^x e njcb 1aT : a e R^} = H|aT : a e
2.2.2. Lemma.
Let T be a closed subset of Rn. If I,.....I are as above—1 ~r
then
n|aT r= U R 
k=l -k
Proof.
By the 
r
U
k=l
definition of Q, we have
05t—l
HD II II c niaT ; a e Rj,}
since T is closed
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Conversely, suppose that x € Pl|aT : a € R^}. We have
x e R , for some I cz N. Thus
RI ° (n|aT : a € R }) fl i
and so, by Lemma 2.2.1,
Rj. c 01 aT : a € RJ
Hence I € Q, so that I cz I , for some positive integer < r, 
Now
R D R z> Rik 1 i
so that x e Rj . Since x € njaT : a e R^} was arbitrary, we 
~ic ~
infer that
n{aT U Rj
k=l —k
The proof of Lemma 2.2.2. is now complete.
Corollary
If T is a closed subset of Rn, then D’iaT : a € R f is 
an S-set.
Proof.
By
of Rn. 
and (d))
Lemma 2.2.2, njaT : a € R^}
'{Thus H-\aT : a e R.
and hence an S-set.
is a
is the union of closed subgroups 
C-set (Rudin [lj, Theorem 7.5.2(b)
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2.2.3. Lemma,
Let T be a subset of R .
u{aT : a e rJ  = u{rj : Rj.
Then
nI/<)
Proof.
Suppose that I c N is such that
c
M
l
C
d T /  4 (2.3)
Choose x e R^ °  T, and suppose that y € Define b €
and c e RN as in (2.1) and (2.2); then cb  ^ € R^ j and
, -1 , -1y = cb x € cb T
Thus, since y € was arbitrary, we deduce that
fR c ujaT : a e R,„}
and since I c N, satisfying (2.3), V7as arbitrary, the last 
inclusion implies that
u{rx : RI « T ^ c u|aT : a e r3  
The converse inclusion is obviously true.
Corollary
Let T be a subset of R . Then UlaT : a e{ € rJ is an S-set.
5 3 .
Proof.
Using Lemma 2.2.3, we see that
UlaT : a e RN
%}Thus ujaT : a g 
hence it is a C-set 
and so an S-set.
= u {r i : Rx n T ±
is a finite union of closed subgroups 
(Rudin [i ], Theorem 7.5.2 (b) and
of Rn
(d>),
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CHAPTER 3
DISTRIBUTIONS WITH SUPPORTS CONTAINED
IN  COORDINATE PLANES
55 .
3.1. INTRODUCTION
The contents of this chapter are motivated by our anticipation 
of the results which are contained in chapter 4. We establish the 
closed nature of a certain vector subspace of S’(Rn), and, as a 
corollary, characterize these distributions in S’(Rn) whose 
support is contained in the union of an arbitrary collection of 
coordinate planes in Rn.
Before the reader attempts to make a study of this chapter, 
he should look through Appendix 2; the latter contains definitions 
of the terms, and an explanation of the notations, which are used 
repeatedly in what follows. We shall, at appropriate places in 
the text, give references to the definitions of technical terms 
which are used; it is not feasible, however, to do the same in 
regard to notation. We ask the reader to excuse us from the 
latter task; and add instead a general reminder that the non­
standard technical notation which is used in the remainder of 
this thesis (and especially in the present chapter) is explained 
in Appendix 2.
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3.2. PRELIMINARY RE SULT S.
3,2.1, Lemma.
Suppose that I c N and that w € S1(Rj)- Then 
(1N N I © V,)I = W 
Proof.
Let cp e S(Rj). Then
(1N \ I @ W)I <<P> " (1N X I ® w)(eNXX®'P)
1N\I^eN\
=  w(cp)
and the statement of the lemma follows from this.
3.2.2. Lemma.
Suppose that I and J are subsets of N, and that 
u € S1(Rn . j) and v e S’(Rj). Then
(U® V>I = U(NNJ) n I ® VJ n X
Proof.
Without loss of generality, assume that I = |k,k+l,..., 
and J = |l,..., a}, with k < s < r. Let cp e S(R^N x j) n
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and \jr € S(Rt _). Then= J ^ I
U(N\ J) ~ I ® VJ n X
= > X 3 )  n I (tp)-VJ n l W
U e^N\J) (N\J) n I ® Cp)-V^ ej\(J n I>®+>
/ 2 2 \* /exp|-Jt(xr+1 +...+ xn) jcpCx^,.. .,xr)du(xg+1>.. .^ x^ ) .
./exp{-JT(x^  +...+ x^_1>}.^(xk,...,xg)dv(x1,...,xg)
= /exp{-n(x^ +...+ x*^ + x^+1 +...+ **)}.
• cp© t(xk, . . . ,xr)d(u ©)V> (xt, ... ,xn>
= u ® v ( e?ixI@cp0>Jr)
= (u®v) (<p ®f)
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.2.
The proof of the next lemma is straight-forward, and we omit it
3.2.3. Lemma.
Suppose that 1 c N and ß is an (N\I) - multi-index. 
Assume that u € S’(Rn), and
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v .a ^  (a)
U= 5 aJN M ® Wa < ß - -
with (a)w
then D7u =
D7u =
 u  0 unless 7(N\I) < ß. In the latter case
a < ß.•.■Cm ®»'®-“ *'®'1”
where ß = ß - y(N\ I) and the c are constants depending
" *  CL
only on a and 7.
3.2,4. Lemma.
If u € S'(Rn) and u 1 is a net in S’(Rn) which converges 
weakly to u in S'(Rn), then
* 1N \ X ® UI weakly in S'(Rn)
Proof.
Without loss of generality, assume that I = |l,...,s]’.
Let cp e S(Rn). Then it is easily verified (cf. Schwartz [2], 
p.108) that
Vi®ui(tp) =
“ /{/ ntp(x1,...,xn)dxg+1...dxn}duI(x1,...,xs)
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= /exp{-«(x^+1 +...+ x*)}.
.{f cp<Xi,... ,xn)dxs+1.. .dxJduCx^ ... ,xn )
R
= lim./exp{-Jt(x +^1 +...+ X*)}.
' V n ^ V  '' • >Xn)dXs+l' • -dxJ du(l) < V  •' ’V  R
= lim.M/ cp(x x )dx ,-...dx fduf ^  (x .... ,x )1 Dn 1 n s+1 nJ I 1 sK
" iim1iijX i ® uii)<cp)
Since cp € S(Rn) was arbitrary, this completes the proof.
3.2.5. Definition.
Let I be a subset of N, and ß an (N\I) - multi-index.
ß nHe define to be the set of all u e S’(R ) which may be
written in the form
)
each a < ß. If ß = 0, then we write
fi nHI. is a vector subspace of Sf(R ).I =
3.2.6. Lemma.
V • v 0
(a) —with w € S’(R_) for =
Hi for Hr  clearly^
be subsets of N. Then Ht +...+ H is a 
-1 r^
Let 1^,...,
so.
weakly closed vector subspace of S’(R ).
Proof.
The proof proceeds via induction on r. The result is 
certainly true if r = 1. For suppose that u e S’(Rn) and
/(ik ,____
(i)
-  -I
U = U m i1N \ I 1 ® W
(%
) such that
= u weakly in S'(Rn) (3.1)
and 3.2.4, and (3.1), we have
,<*> weakly in Sf(Rn)
limi1N \ T  ® (1n \ i weakly in l'(Rn)
h
LN V ^  ®  UIX
This proves the validity of the inductive hypothesis for the case 
r = 1.
Thus, assume that r > 1 and that the statement of the
lemma is true for all positive integers r' < r. Let u e S’(Rn)
and suppose that u ^  is a net in Rj. +...+ such that
—1
linu u (i) * u weakly in S*(Rn) (3.2)
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Aasume that for each i
k=l N\ I, — —k
,(i>k) (3.3)
with w'”'"' € 3*(R ) for each i and each positive integer
' h
(i) I ,U » j 2i, 1,
(i,k)
k < r. Then, from Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, it follows that
(i) (i,l) . I . ^  (i,k)
I, k=2 (N\L ) n I L, o I—1 — ^k “1 —k —1
Combining (3.4) with Lemma 3.2,4, we see that 
f (i.D u.
U m ii1N \ I L® W
+  lr =  9 ^ M \  T ®  V
(i,k)Jk ^ N X L ^ ^ N X I , )  n I ® WI, n I 
—  "1  —  — k “ 1 — k  ~1
U m i1N \ I 1 ® UlJ)
1N \ I 1®  % (3.5)
Using (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5), we deduce that
u = liitK u(i)
limi{1N \ I 1 ® W<1,1) +
+ k=2XN \ r— ~k
U m i{1N \ I 1®'"(l,1> +
+ k=2XN \ I  ®  X(N\I ) n I ® ”l ’n I }— — -k —1 —k —11
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+ limi(kS2^1N\ I, ® W
-
V i .  ®  1(N\ I ) o I ® wi ^  I  ^}—  — 1 —  —k “ 1 — k — 1
V  i L ®  % +
+ llmi''-kS2[1N \ r  ® W— —k
- l* M  (3'S)— —1 — —k “1 -k —1
Now, for each i and each k € |2,...,r|,
1N\I ® 1(N\L) n I ® Ul/o I — —1 — -k —1 -k —1
(i,k)= ^ N I ^ ® '^ÜX^) n lx] 6 “i
The last relation, together with the inductive hypothesis, allows 
us to infer that
lLmi k=2flN\I ® W * " 1N \ I  ®  1(N\I ) O I ® Wr ni j— ~k — -1 — -k “1 -U —1
is an element of H_ +...+ H ; and this, in view of (3.6),
-2 r^
entails that u € +...+ .
— 1 —r
Thus, the validity of the
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inductive step has been verified, and the proof of Lemma 3.2.6 is 
complete.
3.2.7. Lemma.
Let ,...,1^ be subsets of N, and suppose that for each
k e is an (N\I, ) - multi-index. Then —  — k
ß(D ß(r> n
H +...+ H is a weakly closed vector subspace of S*(R ).
i —1 —r
Proof.
As in the preceding lemma, we use an inductive argument to show that
ß(l) ß(r)
+...+ Hj. is weakly closed.
— 1 —r
We proceed by induction on |ß^| +...+ j ß  ^j = p. The 
lemma holds if p = 0, by virtue of Lemma 3.2.6. Thus, assume 
that p > 0 and that the lemma holds for all multi-indices
mach that is an (N\I, ) - multi-index for
each k e jl,...,r} and | a ^  | +...+ |a/r  ^| < p.
n / j \
Let u e S*(R ) and suppose that (u ) is a net in
ß(l) ß(r)
Hj +...+ such that
-1 ~r
lim, u ^  = u weakly in S’(Rn)1 == (3.7)
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Assume that for each i
■(i) = s S s  T® « (i'1,a) +...a < ß(D
" ■ + a < ß (r)j« X I  @ W    ß — -r
(ijr,a) (3.8)
with V7^ ,k*a) € S'(R^ . ). Let 7 be the multi-index defined by
7^ = and 7^ = 0 if k e N\|l|. Since p > 0, we may,
without loss of generality assume that 7 > 0. Then, by Lemma 
3.2.3, and the definition of 7, we have for each i
n7 D u 7 « 2 ia G)w(l'lja + 7(N^ Il)) +7** (1)*JN \ I  &a < ßv ' - -1
+ k ^ i  ^ fi(k)*Ca *jN\I ®  a < ß - -k
7(1^) (i,k,a + 7(N\Ik)
0 D } (3.9)
(k)where, for each k e |l,...,r|, ß ^  = ß ^  _ 7(N\^) and c
(1)* (r)*constants not depending on i. Since jßv J ]+...+ |ß | < p
(because |ß^^ | < |ß^|), we may combine the inductive hypothesis 
with this last equality and deduce that
7 7 (i) ß(1)* ß(r)*D\i = lim. D V  ' € HL +. ..+ H;i I, I—1 —r
are
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Thus \ie may write
7 ^ .a (l.a)D u  = 2 ©  v +.(1)*JN\ I a < ; - X -l
, ^ .oo s~\ (r ,a) (3.10)
where v ^ ,a^  € S'(R ) for each k € jl,...,r} and each 
fr)* =a < ßv . From (3.10) we have
■ 7 tS7 v .7, -a /■—\ (1,cl)3 *D u = 2 (i)*J <JN \i ® v > +•••a < ßv ' - -1
...+ 2 j?(j* © v — )
(r)* - X -
(r,a) (3.11)
a < ß
Now, for each lc e {l,...,rj and each cl < } we have the
equality
.7 /.a- ^  (k,a)
J O n x t ® V >—  -k
a + r(V (k>a)
JN\I, ® U I. 'V J (3.12)— =k
From (3.11) and (3.12) we see that
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i7.D7u
^ (1)*JN \ Ia < ßv ' - -1
a + rQtx^)  ^  7(1^  (1 )
®  [ jT 1 -v"’ ' )  + . . .
h
a + r ( H \ y  7(1,.) (r,o)
...+ 2 (r)*JN \I ® JI -Va < ßvr' ä x Ar ±r
This implies that j7.D7u e + 7< ^ >  +...+ ^  +  7<^ I r >
—1 ~r
(k)*that is (remembering the definition of ß )
y 7 ß(1) ß(r)j7.D\i € H? +...+ H;
-1 “T
(3.13)
Now, for each i, we have (by virtue of the definition of 7)
v ia^ (1)JN\Ia < ß^i; - -1
v • /"n (i,l ,0-) ,s d)jN \i ® u +/(Nv^ < a < ß - -1
(i,l,a) (3.14)
where ß' is the (N\I^) - multi-index defined by
ß<0) = ß(D. 1( ß(0) . ß(i) for all k € (N\X_1)\(l}.
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N ex t ;  we n o t i c e  t h a t ,  b e c a u s e  o f  ( 3 . 9 ) ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
e q u a l i t y  h o l d s :
( l / 7 ! ) . j W u ( i )
~  (1)*^ ^ N \ Ia  <  ß v }  - x - l
( i , l , a  + / ( N X I ^ )
) +
+ ( l / 7 ! ) . k| 2{ S  k e W . j ^ a  @  
a  <  ß -  - k
0
( i , k , a  -J- r (N \  I ,  ) )
(-■.15)
M oreover ,  f o r  e a ch  k € { i , . . . s } and e a c h  a  ^  } we have
7 .  .a. ( i , k , a  +  7 ( N V I k ) )
j (W  ® W
—  —k
a + 7 ( N \ I  ) / ( I  ) ( i , k , a  + 7 ( N \ L  ) )
j N \ I  ®  H i  * w 1 (3-  ~k - k
( 3 . 1 5  and ( 3 . 1 6 )  t o g e t h e r  e n t a i l  t h a t
( l / 7 ! ) . j 7 . D \ ( i )
a  +  7 ( N \ I  ) ( i , l , a  + 7 ( N \ I  ) )
a  <  ® -
( U \  a + 7 ( N \ I , )
+  ( 1 / 7 ’ ) - k? 2t  Z ( k ) * Ca  *j N \ I  ®a  <  ß -  - k
y ( l  ) ( i , k , a  -h 7 < N \ I .  ) )
®  [ j j  ^  . w —kJ
.16)
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rCNX.I,) < a < ß(1)
n (i,l,Q<) I
% \ I . ® W +~ “I
+ <l/70-k|2{ S
7<N\Ik) < a < ß
7(1,.)
H^c
® U j ' Ik>.wW,k,a)]}
, (k) .a r
• ba • JNX I, ®  ~ —k
(3.17)
where b(k) _ \» the last equality in (3.17) a - 7(N\I, )---k
following from the definition of the ß(k)*
Now, using (3.8) and (3.14), we see that for each i,
. (*-) T /^\w (*>l>a ) +(1)JN\I ^  +a < ßv ; - -1
Ä
(i,k,a)+ -M 2 oo W ® ”v™'}a < ß — —ic
v .a x-x (i,l,a)
2 a) jN \ i ® w +r ( H \  I1) < a < ß U ;
+ £ 1a ^ w (ijl>a)
a 5 s»> JI M , ®
H v .a ^  (i,k,a)\k-2l 2 (k) Jn \ I . ® W Ia < ß — —k (3.18)
Combining (3.17) and (3.18), we deduce that for each i
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u ( i )  = ( l / 7 ! ) , j 7 ,D7u ( i )  +
( i , l , a )
,  J  TTl / - ~ V  (i_>k,Cl)
k=2\ x  < 3 (k) 3^ h ®
- < ^ ! ) . kI 2{ 2
/ ( N X I ^ )  <  a  < ß
, (k) .a  ^
(k)  ba  , J N \ I  ®  — ~k
® [ j j ( I k \ w ( i ’ k ’a ) J
—k
Thus,  by v i r t u e  of  (3 .7 )  and ( 3 . 1 9 ) ,  we have
(3 .19)
u = ( I / 7! ) . j  ^D^u +
+ lim. 2  ia  .  (g)w( i , 1 , a )  +
La < ß<°> V l t
r
1J2+ . 2„i Z . 1“  .  ff iw < i ,k ,a ) }(k)  J N \ I  ® K a  < ß U ’ - X - k
+ ( 1 / 7 ! ) . „ L {  2
7<N\ I^> < a  <  ß
• (k) ,<x ^
(k) ba  - J N \ I ®-  ~k
—k
(3 .20 )
Hence,  because o f  ( 3 . 1 3 ) ,  we s h a l l  be ab le  to  a s s e r t  t h a t
i f  we can show t h a t  th e  l i m i t  i n  (3 .20 )
Th is  l a s t  f a c t  i s  im p l ied  by
g(l) p(r)
u € Hj + . .  .+ Hj 
— 1  — r
ß ( l )  ß ( r )
i s  an element of  HI. + . .  .+  HI.
-1
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our  i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s ;  f o r  t h e  l i m i t  i n  ( 3 . 2 0 )  i s  t h e  l i m i t
o ( r ) ('O'i ( r \
o f  a  n e t  i n  + . . . +  ; and s i n c e  | ß v ' j + . . . +  jß'" | =
—1 —r
( ß ^ ^ J  + . .  .+  j ß^ r ^ |  - 1 <  p,  we i n f e r  ( b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  i n d u c t i o n
ß(0) ß ( r>
h y p o t h e s i s )  t h a t  t h i s  l i m i t  i s  i t s e l f  and e le m en t  o f  + . . . +
- 1  - r
ß ( ° )  ß ( r )  _ ß ( l )  ß ( r )
T hus ,  s i n c e  + . . . +  c: + . . . +  , \ie  have
—1 —r  ~*i —r
shown t h a t
ß ( D  ß ( r )
u , H  + . . . + Hl
—1 —r
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h e  i n d u c t i v e  s t e p ,  
and Lemma 3 . 2 . 7  f o l l o w s .
3 . 3 .  THE MAIN RESULT.
3 . 3 . 1 .  Theorem.
L e t  I  be s u b s e t s  o f  N. Suppose t h a t  u e S ’ (Rn )1 r  ~
/ \
i s  such  t h a t  supp u i s  compact  and
supp u c  U R,
U=1 I.—k
Then t h e r e  e x i s t  m u l t i - i n d i c e s  ß ^ , . . . , ß ^ r  ^ such  t h a t  f o r  ea ch
k e j l , . . . , r j ,  ß ^ )  i s an  ( N \ I ^ )  - m u l t i - i n d e x ,  and
ß d )  ß ( r )
\  + - ” + H I
~ 1  “ T
U €
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Proof.
Let u be as in the statement of the theorem. Then, since
/\ /\ y \supp u is compact, u is of finite order (Schwartz [2], Theoreme 
XXIV). Suppose that the order of u is m, and let ß be
the multi-index defined by ß = m, fors all s e N. Now, for
each k e |l,...,r|, let ß ^  be the (N\ 1^) - component of
then ('k')ß is an N\ 1^ multi-index. Wb shall show that
ß(D ß(r)
u e +. ..+ Hj
—1 —r
(3.21)
Lemma 3.2.7 assures us that to establish (3.21), it is 
sufficient to show that
ß ( D  ß Wu e HL. +. ..+ HI.
-1
(3.22)
Thus, suppose that cp € S(R ) is such that
„(1) p(r)
w * cp(0) = 0 for each w € H +. . .+ H (3.23)
Let k be an integer such that 1 < k < r.
,s} 
(k)
of generality, assume that I = |l,..., .
VJe may, without loss 
Then, for each
multi-index 7 such that 7(N\I^) < ß 
r\ € S(R_ ), we have (in view of (3.23))
= ik
and each
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7 ( N \ I  )
[ j N \ I  " ® T]3 * CP(° ) = °  
—  —k
This  e n t a i l s  (by th e  d e f i n i t i o n  of  the  F o u r i e r  t r a n s fo rm  i n  S ’ (R ) )  
t h a t
[d e ® n ] ( c p )  = o
— ~k
(3.2/ :)
where 3 i s  the  D irac  measure c o n c e n t r a t e d  on 0 i n  R . Now,
s in c e  (3 .24)  ho ld s  fo r  a l l  q g S(R ) ,  we i n f e r  t h a t  f o r  each
“  Lu
*  € S(R )
- k
Jr  • ••  -frD q>(x1 , . . . , x s , 0 , . . . , 0 ) .
. \ |r (x, , . . .  , x  )dx, . . . dx = 0 1 s 1 s
From t h i s  l a s t  e q u a l i t y ,  we deduce t h a t
D ^ cp = 0 on R_h (3 .25 )
Since  k < r  was a r b i t r a r y  and (3 .25 )  ho lds  f o r  any m u l t i - i n d e x  y
(k)such t h a t  7 (N \  I, ) < ß , we see t h a t  fo r  each m u l t i - i n d e x  7 < ß
y/\
D'cp 0 on U R k=l I,
— k
(3 .26 )
Now
supp u c  ky x Rj 
—k
and th e  o rde r  of  u i s  m; t h u s ,  Theoreme XXVIII i n  Schwartz [2]
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entails that u(cp) = 0, and so 
u * cp(0) = 0
An application of the Hahn-Banach theorem now establishes 
(3.22), and (3.21) follows.
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CHAPTER 4
THE MAIN THEOREM
75.
4.1. INTRODUCTION
We mentioned in ( 1.5 that if E is a dilation space, and u e E, 
then we would be talcing a major step towards characterizing T[u] if we
/ N
succeeded in identifying supp v for all distributions v € E ’ such 
that u *v = 0 for all a e R^. In this chapter we prove a theorem 
which,when combined with the results of Chapter 3, enables us to give 
a fairly accurate description of supp v, where v is as above. In 
0 1.5 we also indicated broadly how we intended to attack this problem; 
the methods used are similar to those employed in Harasymiv [1], and 
the results contained in this chapter are generalized versions of their 
counterparts in Harasymiv [1}.
4.2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS.
4.2.1. Definition.
Consider any function cp € D(R^). Then if x € R^> it is clear
x nthat cp € D(R^). If u is any distribution on R , we define a
function u A  cp on R^ by
-1
u A cp(x) = u*cpX (0) for all x e R^
4.2.2. Lemma.
If cp e D(R^) and u € D ’(Rn), then u A cp e C°°(R^). Moreover, 
for each multi-index a
7 6 .
Da (u A cp) = ( l / j a ) 2  Cß .u A ( j l DPcp)
ß < a
where the  are  c o n s ta n ts  depending o n ly  on a  and ß.
( 4 .1 )
Proof ( c f .  Hormander, Theorem 1 . 6 . 1 . )
F i r s t ,  we show th a t  u A  cp i s  c o n t in u o u s .  To do t h i s ,  suppose
ounded n e t  i n  R Xijhich converges  to  an e lem ent  
N
th a t ( Ax) i s  .
0
X € V Then
A - 1
l i m A
X
cp
0 -1
cp x in  D(Rn) (6 . 2)
For l e t
supi> | |x ^ |  : x e supp cp, 1 <  k <  n |  <  oo 
a = i n f j j x j J  : x e supp cp, 1 <  k <  n} >  0 
and choose  c o n s ta n t s  A, B >  0 such t h a t ,  fo r  a l l  A ,
A/a A< I XjJ <  B /b , 1 <  k <  n,
A - 1
Then i f ,  fo r  some A , y e  supp cp , then y /  x e supp cp. T h is  
im p l ie s  th a t
/A
< |yk/ 1 < k  ^ n
and so
A < |yk l < B> 1 < k < n
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A -1 xHence, all the sets supp cp are contained in a fixed compact subset
of R . Moreover, since N
-1 -1 
Dk(<pX ) = (l/xk>(Dk9)X > 1 < k < n,
it is easily shown that, for each multi-index a 
A -1 °-i
lim^ Da(cp X ) = D (cp X ) uniformly.
A -1 0-1
Thus, lim^ cp X = cp X in D(R^), and so, since u is continuous, 
we have
lim^ u A cp( x) = u A cp(^ x)
Hence, u A  cp is continuous on R^ .
We next shox; that u A  cp is differentiable in R^, and, for each 
positive integer k < n, we have
Dk(u A cp) = (-l/j1(k)).u A (j^^^Dkcp) on R^ (4.3)
■There l(k) is the |k| - component of the multi-index 1 (see Appendix 2, 
Definition 2.)
(k)Thus, let ev be the unit vector along the k-axis, and consider 
the quotient
[u A  cp(x + he^ O  - u Acp(x)] / h = u(cp X - cp ] / h
where x € R„ and h is a non-zero real number. We have
in D(Rn) (4 . 4 )
V 3 .
,, t (x + he^k )^  ^ x \  ,
U m h->0LCp ' 9  ] /h
= ( - l / x k ) ( j 1 (k )Dkcp)X
-1
To verify this, consider any multi-index a .  If y e supp cp, we have
/nai (x + he^) * x  ^ / \ l/i llmh-> o lD 19 - 9  ] ( y ) ] 7 h  =
= lim h_>o( 1 / 1^ k Xr r ) { ( 1 / ( x k+h) k)[Da9 l ( X + h e  ) (y)  -
- ( l / x kk)[Da cpjX ( y ) }
= l imh_> 0 ( l / r^ kxr r ) { l / ( x k+h) k)[Da q)3y ( l / ( x  + he(k))> - 
- ( l / x kk )lDa cp]y ( l / x ) }
= ( - l / x k ) .D kl j a [Da cpjy} ( l / x )
= (-1 /x k ) ^Dkj a (1 /x )  [Da cp]Y(1 /x)  + yk j a ( l / x ) l D a Dkcp3y ( l / x ) j ’ 
= ^ ^ k ^  ‘ ^ - / j a (x ) ) { Da9 ( y / x )  + (y, /x k ).Da Dkcp(y/x)}
= ( l / x ^ . C l / ^  xr r ){Da [ j 1 ( k -Dk9 i } X (y)
= ( - l / « k>.Da { [ J 1 ( k ) Dkq»]x j'(y) (4 . 5)
7 9 .
p o in tw ise  on The convergence i s ,  i n  f a c t ,  uniform. This
a s s e r t i o n  fo l l o w s  from ( 4 .5 )  and the  o b s e r v a t i o n  t h a t  i f  ^  e D(Rn) 
and h i s  a r e a l  number, then
where | j  | |  d en o te s  the  un iform norm; the  l a s t  i n e q u a l i t y  i s  a s imple 
c o r o l l a r y  of  th e  mean-value theorem. Thus, s i n c e  a  was a r b i t r a r y ,  
we i n f e r  t h a t  ( 4 .4 )  i s  v a l i d ;  and ( 4 .3 )  fo l low s  immedia te ly  from 
t h i s ,  by v i r t u e  o f  th e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  u A cp and the  c o n t i n u i t y  o f  u.
He a r e  now ready  to  complete the  p roof  o f  Lemma 4 . 2 . 2 ,  by 
proving  t h a t  ( 4 .1 )  h o l d s .  He do t h i s  by i n d u c t i o n  on j a  j = + . . .  +
In  view o f  ( 4 . 3 ) ,  the  r e s u l t  i s  t r u e  f o r  | a |  = 1. Thus,  assume t h a t  
a  i s  a m u l t i - i n d e x  such t h a t  | a |  > 1, and suppose t h a t  th e  r e s u l t  i s  t r u e  
fo r  a l l  m u l t i - i n d e c e s  ß such t h a t  |ß |  < | a | . Since | a |  > 1, 
t h e r e  e x i s t s  a p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r  k < n such t h a t  a  > 1. Then, u s in g
t v
the  i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s ,  we deduce t h a t  
Da (u Acp) = DkDa _ 1 ( k ) (u Aq>)
| t+<y  + h e ( k ) ) - + ( y ) ] / h  - Dk>|r(y) | < | h | . | |Dj>|  |
) 2  C' u A ( j ßDßcp)]
ß < a  - l ( k )  P
( - l / j a ) 2
ß <  a  - l ( k )  ß
C6-U Ä (jH>ßcp)
+ ( l / j a *1 ( k ) )2
ß <  a  - l ( k )
C^.Dk [u A j ßDß<p] (4.S)
30.
when the are constants depending only on a and ß. Nov;, by
virtue of (4.3), we have, if ß, ^ 0,
Dkiu A  jPDßcp] = (-l/j1(k4 . u  A  jßDßcp]
- (-l/j1(k)).u A  {/A + / + 1(kV + 1(k)cp} (4.7)
Combining (4.5) with (4.3) and (4.7), it is easily seen that
Da (u £ cp) = (l/ja)£ CR.u A  j V c p  
ß < a P
where the are constants depending only on a and ß. This
establishes the validity of the inductive step, and hence completes 
the proof of Lemma 4.2.2.
4.2,3, Lemma.
Let E be a barrelled dilation space. If u € E, v e E*, and 
cp, \|r e §(Rn) and t) € S(Rn), then
u A Cp.Tj'.vOjr) = / n{cp(y)/| j (y I}. I j| \Jr*Ty*uy *v(0)dy (4.3)
Proof.
Let u € E. Then, by Theorem 1.3.2, we can extract a net (cp^ ) 
from D(Rn) such that
lim-^ cp-^  = u in E (4.9)
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We first show that if cp € D(R^) and £ D(R^), then
lim-^  cp^  Acp.\Jr = u A  cp.\|r in D(Rn) (4.10)
To do this, we argue as follows. Let a be any multi-index. The
Leibnitz formula for the differentiation of a product shows that 
D [ (cp-^ - u) Acp.tyj is a sum of terms of the form
ß /\ a-ß
Aß,D “ u)Acp].D \|r
where ß < a, and the are constants depending only on a and ß.
Thus, the validity of (4.10) will be established if we show that for 
each multi-index
CL /\lim^ D [ (cp^  - u) A cp] —* 0 uniformly on supp \|r (4.11)
Now, if a is a multi-index, then, by Lemma 4.2.2,
Da[(cp^ - u) A cp] = (l/ja)2 C ß.(cpA ’ u) A j^ D^ cp
where the Cß are constants depending only on a and ß. Since j
is bounded away from zero on supp \Jr, it will suffice, in order to
establish (4.11), to show that for each multi-index a, and each
function n € D(R )* = N
lim^ (cp., - u) A t) = 0 uniformly on compact sets (4.12)
Thus, suppose that tj € D(R^) and let K be a compact subset of
8 2 .
Since th e  mapping x —> q o f  R^ i n t o  E ’ i s  co n t in u o u s  fo r  th e  weak
topo logy  on E ’ (by D e f in i t i o n  1 .4 .1  and Leirana 1 . 2 . 6 ) ,  th e  s e t
: x e k} i s  weakly compact, and hence weakly bounded i n  E f . Thus, 
s in c e  E i s  b a r r e l l e d ,  Iq* : x € K j i s  an eq u ic o n t in u o u s  s u b se t  o f  
E ’ (Edwards [ l j ,  Theorem 7 . 1 . 1 ( b ) ) .  Secondly , i f
A = in f 1 1 j ( x ) J  : x € k|  >  0, th e n ,  fo r  each x € K, we have
|(cp  ^ - u) A Tj(x) j = |(cp  ^ - u)*T)X (0) I 
= I (cp  ^ - u) (qx ) I
= |(cpA - u ) (q X ) |
* I l / j ( x )  I . I (cp. - u) ( ^ )  I 
< ( l /A ) . |cp A - u )*q*(0 ) |
th e  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  fo l lo w in g  from Lemma 1 .2 .4 .  In  view o f  ( 4 . 9 ) ,  
c o n d i t io n  i i i )  o f  D e f i n i t i o n  1 .3 .1  and th e  above-m entioned f a c t s ,  we 
i n f e r  (Edwards [ 1 ] ,  p .504 ,  t h i r d  parag rap h )  t h a t
lim^(cp^ - u) A n,(x) = 0 u n ifo rm ly  fo r x e K.
Since q and K were a r b i t r a r i l y  chosen , we have e s t a b l i s h e d  ( 4 .1 2 ) ,  
whence (4 .1 0 )  fo l lo w s .
Using ( 4 .1 0 ) ,  we see  t h a t  i f  v € E ‘ , th e n ,  fo r  each \jr e g ( RN) j  
and each q € S(Rn) ,  we have
3 3 .
^  ^  \ ✓ ''' A AU A cp. TJ. v (tJT) = T) . v(u. A Cp.\jO
/\ /\ /\
= v(cp^ A cp.\|/)
lim^ T)*v((q)^ A cp.\|r) ) (4.13)
Now, if x e Rn, 
[cp^  A cp.^j (-x) =
then
= / exp(2jtixx) (p^ A cp(x)\Jr(x)dx
Rn
= / exp(2nixx)\jr(x){ J cp (l)cp(-l/x)d£ fdx
Rn Rn /x
= / nexp(2jtixx)4r(x){j ncp^ (|x)<p(-|). I j(x) |d|}dx
R R
= / q>(”£){/ nexp(2jtixx). I j(x) I .\Jr(x).cp.^ (x)dx}d|
Rn R
, -1
= I cp(-y). I j | * M C y (-x).(l/| j(y)|)dy 
R
/\ -1
= ■' ntcp(y) /1 j(y) |]. I j|>NP? (-x)dy (4.14) 
R
vthe second-last equality following from Lemma 1.2.4 and the Inversion
Theorem. Combining (4.14) and (4.13), we see that
3 4 .
/ V  / \  / \
u A cp. q. v(\|r)
lim^f n3*v(x)[cp-^ Acp.\|r) (-x )dx  
Rn
f / \  ’ l  \
limA/  tj^ vCx) ! /  n [cp(y)/ 1 j ( y )  | ] .  | j|\|r*cp^ (-x )dy j’dx 
R R
^  y ' 1
lim A/  n [ 9 ( y ) / |  j ( y )  I ] t I i |^*3*9* *v(0) j dy
R
A  y
limv n?<y>-v( l ^ * v) (0)dyR
(4 .1 5 )
th e  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  fo l lo w in g  from Lemma 1 .2 .6 .  Now, supp cp i s  compact 
and E* i s  a d i l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t  module over S(Rn ) (by Theorem 1 .3 .1 0
x
and Lemma 1 . 3 . 8 ) .  S in ce ,  f o r  each w € E ' ,  th e  mapping x — > w 
o f  R^ i n t o  E* i s  c o n t in u o u s  fo r  th e  weak topo logy  on E ’ (by 
D e f i n i t i o n  1 .4 .1  and Lemma 1 .2 .6 )  th e  s e t  | (  | j  |\jr*q*v)^ : y e supp cp 
i s  a weakly com pact, and hence weakly bounded s u b se t  o f  E*. I t  i s  
th u s  e q u ic o n t in u o u s  (Edwards [ 1 ] ,  Theorem 7 . 1 . 1 ( b ) ) ,  and so (by 
th e  remark in  Edwards [ 1 ] ,  p .504 ,  t h i r d  p a ra g ra p h ) .
/ \  / v  v
l i n y p ^ * ( |  j  |\|f*T)*vr (0 ) = u * ( |  j |t* T (* v r (0 )
u n ifo rm ly  fo r  y e supp cp . Using t h i s  in  ( 4 .1 5 ) ,  we have
/ \  ^\ / \
u  A c p . T ] . v (\|0 = J C p ( y ) . u * (  I j  | t * T j * v ) y ( 0 ) d y
-1 / \
/  [ c p ( y ) / | j ( y )  J j • uy j  |^ * T y * v ( 0 ) d y
R
T h is  com ple tes  th e  p ro o f  o f  Lemma 4 . 2 .3 .
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Corollary
Let E be a barrelled dilation space. Suppose that u e E, 
and v g E ’ is such that
u *v = 0 for all a g R„N
Then, for each <p g D(Rn) and each r\ g S(Rn), u £ cp.Tj.v = 0 on R^.
4.3. THE MAIN RESULT.
4.3.1 Theorem.
Let E be a barrelled dilation space. Suppose that u e E is
/\
such that supp u n is not empty. Then if v G E ’ and
u *v = 0 for all a e R (4.16)
^  n vit follows that supp v c: R \R ,
Proof
We first notice that, by virtue of Lemma 1.2.5 and the fact
that supp u ° Rjj is not empty, we have 
RN C u {sup : a e rn} (4.17)
Now suppose that x € R„. By virtue of (4.17), there existsN7S
£ g R^ such that x G supp us . Choose a relatively compact neighbour­
hood W of x such that W cr R^, and a function t) € S(Rn) such that
86.
T] = 1 on W. Since x e Supp u , there exists cp e D(W) such that
/N
u^ (cp) 0; that is
-1
u* A  cpX (x) ^ 0 (4.18)
\  -1By Lemma 4.2.2, A  cpX is indefinitely differentiable on R^;
✓s -1 “t xthus because of (4.18^ u^ A  cp is bounded away from zero on some 
neighbourhood V c W of x. Therefore, there exists a function
f € C such that>(V
/’l x 1f. u A  cp Ä 1 on V
Then, if v e E* is such that (4.16) holds, we have for each \|f e D(V) 
✓s *1A  A t  X Av(\|r) = v(f.u5 A  cp . T] \|r)
^  -1t y  XX /N= u& A  cp .T).v(f^ )
/V -1£ X As /\since u A  .rj.v = 0 on R^, by the corollary to Lemma 4.2.3.
/N “  -A,Thus, we infer that v = 0 on V, whence X i supp v. Finally, since
IIIx G was arbitrarily chosen, it follows that supp v c R \R^.
CHAPTER 5
APP ROXIMATION THEOREMS
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5 .1 .  INTRODUCTION
In th is  ch ap ter , we con sid er se v e r a l types of d i la t io n  
sp a ces , and apply the r e s u lt s  of Chapters 2 , 3 and 4 to  derive  
r e s u lt s  about T [u ], where u i s  a g iven  d is tr ib u t io n  in  the  
d i la t io n  space which we are co n sid er in g . In each c a se , the 
c o n d itio n s  which we impose on our d i la t io n  space E enable us 
to  com p lete ly  ch a r a c te r iz e  T [u ], fo r  every d is tr ib u t io n  u e E.
5 .2 .  A PRELIMINARY LEHMA
Remarks. We s h a l l  denote by 0^ the space o f d is tr ib u t io n s
which are rap id ly  d ecrea sin g , and by 0 . , .  th e space of
- t i
in d e f in i t e ly  d if f e r e n t ia b le  fu n ctio n s which are o f polynom ial 
growth at i n f i n i t y .  For a p r e c ise  d e f in it io n  of th ese  sp aces, 
and th e ir  p r o p e r t ie s ,  see  Schwartz [3 ] ,  Chapitre V II ,§ 5 . We 
s h a ll  here only  m ention some of the more important fa c t s  about 
th ese  spaces which we s h a l l  use rep eated ly  in  th is  s e c t io n  
and the fo llo w in g  two.
By Theoreme XV in  C hapitre VII o f Schwartz [3 ] ,  the Fourier  
transform  maps 0^ isom o rp h ica lly  onto 0^. U sing th is  fa c t  and 
Theoreme IX in  C hapitre VII of Schwartz [ 3 ] ,  i t  i s  e a s i ly  
v e r i f ie d  th a t a tem perate d is tr ib u t io n  u belongs to  0^ i f  and 
only i f  u * <f> e S(Rn) fo r  each <p e S(Rn) ;  o r , e q u iv a le n t ly ,
<j>.u e S(Rn) fo r  each <j> e S(Rn) .  We s h a ll  u se th ese  fa c ts
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e x t e n s i v e ly  in  what fo l lo w s  w i th o u t  making e x p l i c i t  r e f e r e n c e  
to  them when we do so .
F i n a l l y ,  we remark t h a t  i f  u e 0^ ,  then  u * v i s  d e f in e d  
as a tem pera te  d i s t r i b u t i o n  on Rn , f o r  each v e S ? (Rn ) ;  see  
Schwartz [ 3 ] ,  C h a p i t re  V I I ,  Thdoräme XI. Once a g a in ,  we s h a l l  
n o t  e x p l i c i t l y  m ention  t h i s  p ro p e r ty  of 0^ when we u se  i t .
5 . 2 , 1 .  Lemma
L et I  be a s u b s e t  of N and suppose t h a t  8 i s  an ( N \ I ) ~  
m u l t i - i n d e x .  Suppose t h a t  u e S s (Rn ) and
u ” l ^ N \ I ® W'ct<8 -  -
w ith  w ' z  S (R_) f o r  each a < 0 .  Then i f  v  £ O’ i s  such t h a t  *= I  ~ *c
u * v = o  f o r  a l l  a e IL (5 .1 )
i t  fo l lo w s  t h a t  f o r  each a < 0
[ j ^ I ® w ( a ) ] * v a = o f o r  a l l  a e Bj (5 .2 )
P roof
W ithout lo s s  of g e n e r a l i t y ,  assume t h a t  I_ * ( l , . . . , s ) .  
Then i f  us i s  as above and v e 0^ s a t i s f i e s  ( 5 .1 ) ,  we have 
f o r  a l l  a ,  b e and each <J> e S(Rn )
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I ja(b).[jfrv I 0 w (a)] * va(<j>) =
= l [J^\ i:®w(a)3b * va <4>)
a <3 -  -
= 11/j (b) I. I [j^V I 0 w (a)] * vab (<J>)
a^3 — —
,-1
“ I l/j (b) I. u * v2 (<(>)
(5.3)
Since (5.3) holds for arbitrary b e R^ ., we infer that (5.2) 
holds. Ill
5.3. THE CASE : S c 07 ----------------  = c
For a precise definition of the space CT , we refer
the reader to Schwartz [3], Chapitre VII, § 5.
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5 . 3 ,1 .  Lenoa
L et E be a d i l a t i o n  space which i s  an a l g e b r a ic  v e c to r  
subspace  of 0^ .  L e t  u z E, and suppose t h a t  w z E i s  such 
t h a t  f o r  each m u l t i - in d e x  a
(Z(DYft) : y<a)  13 f){a.Z(DYÜ) ; y<a,aeR. } (5 .4 )
Then f o r  ev e ry  polynom ial p such t h a t
ua * p * o f o r  a i l  a z (5 .5 )
we a l s o  have 
w * p « o
P roo f
L e t p be any po lynom ial s a t i s f y i n g  (5 .5 )*  Then i f
ot<
(where the  c^ a r e  c o n s t a n t s ) ,  i t  fo l lo w s  from Lemma 5.2 .1  t h a t  
f o r  each a < (3
ca . j a*ua *= o f o r  a l l  a e (5 .6 )
Now suppose t h a t ,  f o r  some a < 6, c a^°* Choose a f u n c t io n  
<j>eS(Rn) such t h a t  | c  1 on a neighbourhood of o i n  Rn . Then 
f o r  each x e Rn and each a e R,7S we have
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I(-l)|Yl(“).ja"Y(x).DYüa"1(o) 
y<a Y
” l <-l)lYL(“>.ja“Y(x).DY[Oa \$](o)
Y<a
- I (?).ja~Y(x).DYe <Qa \$>
Y<a
“ I j Ca>I * X (y)•ja Y(x).BYe0(ua.$)
Y<<*
= |j(a)|. I (^).ja Y(x).DYe Uua^ r)
Y<a
= |j(a)|. I (y) • ja Y(x)./ .jY(y) .u** 4>(-y)dy
Y<<> fC
= I j (a) j. / jU(x-y) .u^^Cy) .dy 
Rn
= i j(a) I. ja*ud*cKx)
- o (5.7)
the last equality following from (5.6)> since ca was assumed
to be different from zero. Thus, since x e Rn was arbitrary,
-*1V 3.we infer from (5.7) that D Tti (o) = o for each y < a; and 
since a e Rj, was arbitrary, we deduce that 0 e H{a.Z(DYü): 
y<a, aeR_}. In view of (5.4), this entails that 
0 e n{Z(DYtf):Y^a)• This immediately implies that #.D°so * o;
whence
j0* w * o (5,8)
Since ($„&) is valid whenever o, it follows that w * p = o, 
üs we wished to show. |||
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5.3.2 Lemma
Let I,, ..., 1^ be subsets of Ü such that 
(i) I,Cf: L and I <£ I< if i * k
(k)Suppose that for each positive integer k < r, 3 is 
(N\ I, )-multi-index, and that v e S ’(Rn) is such that 
is compact and
v - l { \ <n Jh\l ® v(fc,a)}k*=l a <3 — ~k
with v ^ ,a^e S ’(R.. ) for each k < r and each a < 3 ^
” 4
each k < r, let the sets Av and B, be defined by
= {a<3w<  ^ : supp '?Ci/n kT ^
—k
Br * (ot<3^ s supp r\ .
— k
Then if u e 0 * is such that =c
u * v *= o for all a e R^.
it follows that 
r
u“*{ I (I jl r o for all ae
k=l aeB, -k
and for each k < r,
“**{ I 3j m  ® v
a c A, -
(k,a)
an
supp ^
(5.9)
. For
<5.19>
(5.11)
} « o for all ae Rf_. (5.12)
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Proof
Let u and v be as in the statement of the lemma. Then, 
clearly,
(k,a)v * I { I Jj“SI
k=l acA^ . — -k
} +
+ i  < l® v (k’a)>
(5.13)
k=l aeB, — ~k k
Now consider any positive integer k < r. Without loss 
of generality, assume that ! 3 s). Suppose that
a^OJ t A^. Then there exists x t R. such that 
(k a (0)) ““X £ supp ^ s '; this is a consequence of the definition
of A^. Choose a function rir £ S(P^ ) such that f\,; *= 1 on a
—k
neighbourhood of x and supp fj^cR . Next, choose a function
1 h .
£ S(R^{ ) such that 3 1 on a neighbourhood of o in
’ ~ (a(o)) v T . Define the element v*  ^Q ’e S'(Rt ) by
h
,(a(0)) _ j
a(° W k)
U(°>).[/j^aT (~y>*
ni(y) dy].n2*v<k,Y) (5.14)
the integration in (5.14) being carried out over the whole of
R,,. T , the summation over y and the convolution over kT . 
“ '-=k — k
Then it is easy to see that
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I, „ ,W .H iw . . n J(v ..!..lw
(o) (k)
a / <y<ßv
. ‘" W *
(oj
(°) J„n1(0) . n 2Av ( k , a ( o ) >
=* n2*v ( k , a ( o ) ) ( 5.15)
th e  s e c o n d - l a s t  e q u a l i t y  b e in g  a consequence o f  the  f a c t  t h a t
ft.. i s  c o n s ta n t  on a neighbourhood of o in  R_tv x . From (5 .15 )
1 , N , v N\ I,
/  ( ° ) x  v( o k  ~  H e
we deduce t h a t  ^ * sQt J = .9,'-"‘,Cv ^3 and hence , in  view
of th e  cho ice  o f  and the  f a c t  t h a t  x £ supp v 
we i n f e r  t h a t
(a ( ° ) )
supp b * * rv R 4- i
*=k
(k ,a ^ °^ ) n R
4 ’
<5.16)
V *v iN ext,  f o r  each ( N \  X ^.)-m ult i- index  a < ß , we d e f in e  an
e lem ent v ’^ e  S *({L ) by
h i
,(a )
i < 6 ° °
.n , (y )d y 3 .n 2*v (k ,y ) (5 .17 )
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the integration being over H T T , 
and the sumation over y. Now,
~K
each x e R, T , we have
the convolution over 
for each y < ß^k/ and
I
a<y
. Y'*ot
JN\ L —  k
(-y) •n1(y)dy] .j^\^(x) 22
= / jj\ X(x - y) .n1(y)dy 
-- He
= v (x) (5.18)
— He
the convolution being over ,
— -=k.
we deduce that
From (5.17) and (5.18)
Ls<w Jä\4 ® vt(a)
a<6(k)lai<B(k)^ ‘[ '
.n1(y)dy]. x ®  (n2*v(k’Y )^}
— —k
i a o < j C  - ^ ^ ; v - y)-Y<8 a<yw  - H e
■hj<y)dy].j® T ® ( n 2*v(k?Y)) 
—  He
I (k) <V ^H\L) ® (n2 * V<k’Y))y<3 'NX 4
<nl ® n 2> * ( I {k) ^Nxl. ® v(k’Y))y<3 — He
(5.19)
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Next* we notice that condition (i) in the statement of 
Lemma 5.3.2 and the fact that supp C  Rj together entail
"He
that supp (r^ (x) n2) n R-j- = i whenever i 4 k. Thus, if i 4 ks
then
supp 11,00, supp { I ,, jY T ® V (1,YM
YSSV -
t (5.20)
In view of (5.20) and (5.9), we may assert that 
(n1® n 2) * v *
- (^©n,) * ( ^ (k) juXIk® v (k,Y)) (5.21)
Combining (5.21) with (5.19) and (5.7), we see that
ua * { l(k) jfl, ! ® v ’(a)}= O for all a e (5.22) 
a<3 v ' —  —k —
Referring to Lemma 5.2.1, we deduce from (5.22) that, in 
particular,
(o) , (<>).
ua * I = o for all a e (5.23)
—  -He —
Remembering that we have assumed that 1^ = {l,...,s}, we infer 
from (5.23) that for each 4> e 5(R, ) and each 4» e S(R^ . ),
and all a, b £ ^  we have
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(^o p . . . ,o).
.{ f  u Ö ^x^ > • • • >Xg ,o,... ,o) .
(a (o ) ). 4>(x1,.--,Xs)-dv’ ;(Xl,...,X3) >
i<°> C  ) ‘c,-:-vT* ®
® ^ ’(a<0)\DYüab.Da'0)"Y 
(o)
 ^ )
e ®  «r(“ )(Da<o)[aal>. * @4- ])
—  — k
I ( ° )  I (O) ✓ ( ° ) \  K
(-i)^a Löa eN\x ® ^ ,a (üa".— —k
. (o) I ^- 1 - 1  (o) , (o).
|l/j(ab)|.(-l)|a L u a u ,aa £lJXI ® « ' (a )(*®+)
l Ic
-1,-1 (o) , (°)N
I l/j(ab) I. ua * [jjx i ®  v ’u  ;3(^  X <p— --k
(5,24)
Since (5.24) holds for each b e and each ^ e S ^  ), it
— , s — Hk
is easily verified that for each y < a'' , each <p e S(R„ )
and each a e
/ D 0 (Xx»**,sXgj0»,,,s>®^*
,(a(o))• cfi (X^»• * • 9 Xg ) • d^ (Xx>***»Xg) ® (5.25)
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From (5 .25)
» V ( x
S in ce ,
f o r  each a e R. ^nd each y < 
' ( x 1 »««*?Xc . o >. . . , o )  = o f c r  a l l
we deduce
>x s ’°* ***
t h a t
DTüa x i    l l  ( x - , , .« « * x J
supp ^ f u " n  Rt <19 we a
i l r
; " ------  ' *" 5
Xii ••* XC) e supp 0
(otC°)\
by ( 5 .1 6 ) ,  T ^ /> may combine
i k
t h i s  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  w i th  Lemma 2 .2 ,2  and i n f e r  t h a t
Lt C  fK a .Z (D yO) : a e R. } f o r  each  y < a v° '  . Thus1. w—k —
a 1<>! , a £ Hj,} (5 .26)
„ (o)
e a s i l y  t h a t  üa .Dö
f o r
Ri j .  c  f l{a .Z (0 Ya) :
—K
fo llo w sFrom (5 .26) i t Aa - a ' ' ' '  ^ . ( k , a ^ ° ^ )  eK © ♦  = O
— x -“k
(o)
a l l  a e R^. Thus u * x
a e
(o)X
^  (k ,< bc b
>K\L ® V -- -=k
, the  a r b i t r a r i n e s s  
=»ric US to  the  ■infor*,
L j
N --
R,,. Now of th e
e A. le a d s  us t  t  i n f e r e n c e  t h a t  1c
3
cho ice  of
= o f o r  a l l  
the  elem ent
ua * { l
which e s t a b l i s h e s  (5.Ü2), i n  view of the  f a c t  t h a t  k < r  was 
a r b i t r a r y .  F i n a l l y ,  s in c e  k < r  was a r b i t r a r y ,  we deduce from 
(5 .27 )  t h a t
ua * { I  { I  j"! r (g )v vk?a*}} = o f o r  a l l  a e R.T (5 .26 )  
k= l a t  A. ~ X i k "K.
Now,, from ( 5 .2 3 ) ,  (5 .13 )  and (5.10) , i t  fo l lo w s  th a t
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* { I { l j^XI © v <UrCt/N}}= o for all a e 
k-l aeB, —  x—k —
completing the proof of Lemma 5.3.2.
5.3,3.___ Theorem
Let E be a dilation space which is an algebraic vector 
subspace of (V. Suppose that u e E and w e E. Then 
w s T[u] if for each multi-index a
0{Z(DYft) : y<a} ^n{a.2(DYü) ;y<a,aeR^} (5.29)
If E also has the property that each function on R * of the 
form x — > j (x). exp (~27Tixx) (where a is a multi--index and 
X e Rn) belongs to E !, then (5 29) is also necessary for 
w e T[u].
Proof
We shall first show that if E is a dilation space which 
is an algebraic vector subspace of 0^, then (5.29) is sufficient 
for w e T[u].
Thus, let u e E and w e E be such that (5.29) holds.
We first show that if v e S'(Ru) is such that supp 9- is compact
and
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ua * v » o for all a e Rv. (5.3’J )
then also
w * v * o (5.3l)
To establish the above implication, we shall use an 
inductive argument. For each integer m < o, letQ(irj)be the 
statement:
‘If v e S '(Rn) s supp <) is compact and v satisfies (5.30)» 
and there exist subsets I,....,I of N such that
(i) max { jljl, 1 ^ 1 )  - n
<ii> and if 1 * k-
r
(iii) supp c  U
k=l —k
then v also satisfies (5,31)/*
Clearly, we shall have proved that (5.30) implies (5.31)
if we shew that Q(m) is true for all ta < n. For suppose that
v e S'(Rn) is such that supp <> is compact and (5.30) holds.
Then there exist subsets J.,...,J of N such that— 1 s —s
supp 0 CL R . Let iC ,... ,K be the maximal elements of
k=i 4  “ r
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the set ( v J ,  } (under the partial order induced by set*’ X S
inclusion). Then the subsets of K clearly satisfy
conditions (ii) and (iii) above; and so if 
m ? = max {|K^|,...,|K J}< n, then the validity of Q(m') 
entails that v satisfies (5.31).
We now proceed to the proof of the validity of Q(m) for 
ail non-negative integers m < n.
Q(g) is certainly true: this follows from Theorem 3.3.1.
and Lemma 5.3.1.
Next, we show that the validity of Q(m’) for m‘<m
implies that of Q(m) . To this end, suppose that v e S*(R‘)
satisfies the hypotheses in Q(m). Then, by Theorem 3.3.1,
(1) (r^there exist multi-indices 8V~/,...,8V ' such that for each
(U)
positive integer k < r, 8 is an (N\I^)-multi-index, and 
r
l { I (k) j-“\i ®:=1 u < Z l >  - X -=k
(k,a) (5.32)
with v v,‘V}C'> e S(Rt ) for each k < r and each a < 3 ^ .  For
= 4
each k < r, we define the index sets and as in the 
statement of Lemma 5.3.2. Then, by Lemma 5.3.2,
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k=l cieB, — N—k k
In view  of the d e f in i t io n  of the s e t s  3, and the e q u a lity
I f  K , , . . . ,K are the maximal elem ents o f the s e t  { J , . }
— 1 *  —s  — 1  * s i
(under the p a r t ia l  order induced by s e t  in c lu s io n ) , then 
max ( |KjJ , . . . ,  |K  ^I } = m ’ and the su b sets  M.
s a t i s f y  co n d itio n  ( i i )  in  the in d u ctiv e  sta tem en t. In view of 
( 5 . 3 4 ) ,  they a lso  s a t i s f y  ( i i i ) , w ith  the r o le  of v  being
played  by the d is tr ib u t io n  \  { £ T (x) } .
k=l asB. — k k
Thus, because o f (S-VS),  we may invoke the in d u ctiv e  hyp othesis  
and in fe r  that
- I n  < - u | a |
k=l aeB^
i t  i s  obvious th a t th ere e x i s t  su b sets  J1 9 . . . , J  , o f N such1 s
th a t max ( | J-, | » . • • * | i ) = mT < m, and
r
w * { l  H  j (5 . 35 )
k-1 aeli,
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Now, again by Lemma 5.3.2, we have that for each k < r
ju ® v a?Cx)} = o for all a z R,, (5.36)
aeA . -  -k -k
ua * a
Lemma 5.2.1 now entails that for each a e A,
* [j^\X ® v (k’a'} = o for all a e Rj. (5.37)
—  - k  —
From (5*37) we deduce (cf. equation (5,2fe; and the argument 
preceding it) that for each a z
Rt (T 0{ a.Z(DY0) : y<a? aeR., } (5.38)i, «~ i c  —
(5.38) and (5.29) together imply that RT c H {  Z(DY^):y<a ),
for each a e whence it follows easily that
^.Dae^y x = o for each a c A This last equality
"  — k
entails that
w * ( l % \ i  ® v (LsCc)} = o
aeA, —  —k k
and so, since k < r was arbitrary, we have also
r
w * { I f I jJJ \ T © V <k’a ) > ) ” °ksl ae. N \ I,
(5.3 9)
(5.39) anci (5.35) together entail that w * v = o, i.e. that 
(5.31) holds. This completes the proof of the inductive step;
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thus Q(m) is true for all non negative integers m < n.
As we pointed out in the paragraph following the statement 
of Q(m)j this entails that (5.30) implies (5.31).
The proof of the sufficiency of (5.29) for w e T[u] 
now follows readily. Let u e E and w e E be such that (5.29) 
holds. Then if v s E' is such that
u * v = c for all a s ? .
*L
cl nthen u * v * $ ** o for all a e IL and each <f> e S (P. ) whose
Fourier transform, has compact support. In view of what we
have shown aboves this entails that w * v * <j> = o whenever
<p e S(Ra) is such that supp 4> is compact whence
W * V = o
since the set of functions in S(Rn) whose Fourier transforms 
have compact support is dense in SCR1*). An application of 
the Lahn-Banach theorem new yields that w e T[u].
Converselys let E be a dilation space which is an 
algebraic vector subspace of and suppose that every 
function of the form x — >j (x) .exp(~2irixx) (where a is a 
multi-index and x £ Rn) belongs to E . Let u e E and w e E 9 
and suppose that w e T[u]. Assume that a is any multi-index;
and that
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X e f) { a.Z(DYü) : y < a, a e } (5.40)
If we temporarily denote by e the function x — > ,X
then for each a e R.., each y < a and each 4> e S(Rn), we have
■ n M
* (-1) ,D^ e (ua.<|>)X
- (-l)bi.[l/j(a)t.DYcx(Üa .$)
- |l/j(a)|. I(Y,V(l/jY'(a)).DYü(x/a).
.DY~T <Kx)
=* o (5.41)
the last equality being a consequence of (5.40). Thus, since
4> e S(Rn) was arbitrary, (5.41) entails that (jYe )* ua * o 38 X
for all a e and each y <a• ripcc w e Tfu], this’
Vlast equality requires that (je ) * w ~ o for each y < a,X
Now let n e S(Rn) such that A * 1 on a neighbourhood of x* 
Then for each y s a
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DY<Kx) - DY [tt.A3(x)
= (-1) iY* ,DY£ (w.fl)X
= (jYe ) * w * n(o)
A
* c
the last equality being a consequence of the fact that
(j e ) * w * o for each y < a. .This1 entails that X
X e 0( Z(D^ O) : y < a }, and since x e fH a.Z(DYü); y<a ,aeR,^  } 
was arbitrary, (5*29) folloxvrs. |||
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5 .4  THE CASE : E ?C  O’ . --------------------------  = c
5 . 4 .1 .  Lemma
Suppose t h a t  I  i s  a s u b s e t  o f  N_ and 8 i s  an ( N \ I ) -  
m u l t i - i n d e x .  Let u e S*(Rn) ,  and assume th a t
I
a<ß Ja \ i ® v<0>
w ith  e S ’ (R^) f o r  each a < 8. L e t y be a m u l t i - i n d e x .
Then j ' . u  ^ o i f  and only  i f  th e re  e x i s t s  a m u l t i - i n d e x  a < 8 
such t h a t
( i )  y ( N \ I )  < a 
( i i )  £ « > . * < “> * 0
P ro o f
We s h a l l  f i r s t  e s t a b l i s h  the  n e c e s s i t y  o f  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )
\ V  A
and ( i i )  f o r  j  . u  4 o .
To t h i s  e n d , assume t h a t  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  and ( i i )  a re  n o t  
s a t i s f i e d ;  i . e . ,  t h a t   ^ . v ^  * o f o r  each a such th a t  
y ( N \ I )  < a i  8.  We may w i th o u t  lo s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y ,  suppose 
t h a t  I  = { l , . . . , s > .  Then, f o r  each <j> e S(Rn ) ,  we have 
j Y.u(<J>) -
-  I ( - l ) | a | . j Y[Dac ® v ( a ) ](*>
rv —  —
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[ ( - i )
a^ß
y  ( _ i )  l a l  f s Y ( N \ I )  „ a  , o s  . Y ( I )  v ^ l f A l
oL(N\i) jS \I  en\ I ® jI  -v ] W
l <  l 0 ) > d “ ’ 4 u I ) ( o ...................o ) 'a^Y(N\ I.) a*<a _ \ _
. /D a a 4>(x1 > • • • »Xg ) ° j  • • • so) dv^a  ^(x x »• • • »Xg)^ (5 .42)
Now, i t  i s  easy to  see  t h a t  the  m u l t i - i n d i c e s  a ? which 
f i g u r e  in  the  summation in  (5 .42 )  a re  a l l  d i f f e r e n t  from 
y ( N \ I ) ;  and from t h i s  i t  fo l lo w s  r e a d i ly  t h a t  a l l  the  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  Da  ^ ( o , .  . .  ,o) in  (5 .42 )  a re  ze ro .  Thus
we deduce t h a t  jY.u(4>) = o f o r  each <f> e S(Rn ) .  S ince  t h i s  
c o n c lu s io n  fo llow ed  from o u r  assum ption t h a t  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  
and ( i i )  a re  n o t  s a t i s f i e d ,  we i n f e r  t h a t  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  and 
( i i )  a re  indeed  n e c e s s a ry  f o r  j ^ . u  ^ o.
C onverse ly ,  suppose t h a t  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  and ( i i )  above 
a re  s a t i s f i e d .  D efine  th e  in d ex  s e t  A by
A = {<*<3 : j j (i ) . v (a) * o )
L e t  be an e lem en t of  A such t h a t  > y ( N \ . I ) ;
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the  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  t h i s  cho ice  o f  o / ° ^ i s  ensu red  by c o n d i t io n s  
( i )  and ( i i ) . D efine the  m u l t i - i n d e x  by
f o r  a l l  k e N \ j [
f o r  a l l  k e I
Now choose a f u n c t io n  
on a neighbourhood of o in  
v i r t u e  o f  the  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  otw /  ,
such t h a t  \ v ^ a ^ (n 2) £ o . 
and we have
r\l  i n  
\ \ i -
S(Rk ^ i > such t h a t  * 1 
N ext,  we n o t i c e  t h a t  by 
th e re  e x i s t s  £ §(Rj-)
Theft j ® n 2c S(Rn)
j Y. u ( j Y^°^“Y.n 1 ®  ri2) =
Y ( 0 )  -  ^= j 1 .u (n 1 (x)n2)
= X (-1) Ia L j Y .[Dae ® v ( a ) ] ( n 1 ® n 2) 
a<3 — —
aeA — — — — —
= I Da [ j ^ x I -n13 ( o ) . j ^ (I^ . v ( a ; (n2) (5.43)
Now, i t  i s  easy  to  v e r i f y  t h a t  f o r  each a e A,
(o) (o)
° a [ ^ N \ ( ° >  = \ I  ^  » th is  i s  a consecluence o f the
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f a c t  t h a t  n^ = 1 on a neighbourhood o f  o in  . Thus,
(o)
N \Da [ % \ i , n i ] ( ° )  = o i f  a  ^ o t ^ ;  and
(o) (o) , .
Da [ j ^ \  ^ .n ^ ]  (° )  = a ' “° I .  Combining th e se  f a c t s  w i th  (5 .43) 
we deduce t h a t  
(o)
,y r./i y “Yj y. u ( j y y . n 1 ® n 2)
( o ) ,  . y ( l M a ( o ) ) ,  .a  : j-j- - .V  ( n 2>
4 o
the l a s t  i n e q u a l i t y  b e in g  a consequence o f  the  cho ice  of n 2 » 
This com pletes th e  p ro o f  o f  Lemma 5 . 4 .1 .  | | |
5 . 4 . 2 . _____Lemma
Suppose th a t  u e S ’ CR11) and t h a t  supp u i s  compact. Let 
Y be a m u l t i - in d e x  and I_ a s u b s e t  o f  N such th a t
U ( a . s u p p ( j Y .u) : aeRj^ } n R-j. 4  6 (5 .45)
Then i f  v e O' i s  such t h a t  = c
u * v = o f o r  a l l  a e R^ (5 .46)
i t  fo llow s th a t
Rj d  0{Z(DY v) i y '  < y> (5 .47 )
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We s h a l l  c o n s t r u c t  an in d u c t iv e  p ro o f  to  e s t a b l i s h  the 
lemma.
For each n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r  m < n ,  l e t  Q(m) be the 
fo l lo w in g  s ta te m e n t :
I f  u g S ' ( R ) ,  supp u i s  compacts, and th e re  e x i s t
s u b s e ts  I 1S. . . S I  o f  N such t h a t  
— I s — r  —
U )  max { l l x l »• • • »lij.1 > ■ rn
U i )  X. « £ 4  and I fc ^  i f  i  *  k
r
( i i i )  supp u cz (J Rt 
k= 1 Ma
then  (5 .47 )  ho ld s  whenever v e 0 s i s  such t h a t  (5 .46 )  ho ld s= c
and I  i s  a s u b s e t  o f  N such t h a t  (5 .45 )  h o ld s .
The p ro o f  o f  Lemma 5 . 4 . 2 .  w i l l  be com plete i f  we can show 
t h a t  Q(m) i s  t ru e  f o r  a l l  n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r s  m < n . For 
suppose t h a t  u e S^R11) i s  such t h a t  supp u i s  compact. Then 
th e r e  e x i s t  s u b s e ts  . o f  N such t h a t
max { IJ-, 19 . . . ,  IJ 1 j } = ms £ n .  I f  K_ , . . .  ,K a re  th e  maximal
i. —S "1 .  'S
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e lem ents  o f  th e  s e t  {vJ^  , . .  . , , } (under  the  p a r t i a l  o rd e r
induced  by s e t  i n c l u s i o n ) , then  th e  s u b s e ts  K. , . . .  ,K of N
JL
s a t i s f y  the  hypo theses  ( i ) — ( i i i )  o f  Q (m ');  whence the
assumed v a l i d i t y  of Q(m‘) e n t a i l s  t h a t  (3 .47 )  h o ld s  whenever
v e 0 9 i s  such th a t  (5 .46 )  ho lds  and I  i s  a s u b s e t  o f  N such = c — . “
t h a t  (5 .45 )  h o ld s .
We now tu rn  to  the  ta sk  of e s t a b l i s h i n g  th e  t r u t h  of Q(m) 
f o r  a l l  n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r s  m < n .
We f i r s t  show t h a t  Q(o) i s  t r u e .  To do t h i s ,  assume t h a t  
u e S ^ R 11) i s  such t h a t  supp u C l { o } .  Then, by Theorem 3 . 3 .1 ,  
u i s  a po lynom ia l ;  say
We observe  t h a t  in  the  p r e s e n t  case  th e  only  s u b s e t  I  o f  N 
which can s a t i s f y  a r e l a t i o n  l i k e  (5 .4 5 )  i s  the  empty s e t .  
Thus, l e t  y be a m u l t i - i n d e x  such th a t
o e U t a . s u p p ( j f . u ) : a e R^}, and suppose t h a t  v e 0^ i s  such 
th a t  (5 .45 )  h o ld s .  Then, f o r  a l l  a < 6 ,  we have (by 
Lemma 5 .2 .1 )
c . j a * v a = o (5 .48 )a J
1 1 4 .
Moreover, Lemma 5 .4 .1  im plies  that there e x i s t s  a m u lt i- in d ex  
a : < 3 such that y < a *  and c^, 4  o . Combining th is  fa c t  w ith  
( 5 .4 8 ) ,  we see  th a t
j a * v a = o fo r  a l l  a e (5 .49 )
and from (5*49) i t  fo l low s  (by the same argument which leads  
to equation  (5 .2 6 )  in  the preceding s e c t io n )  that
o e H(Z(Dy v ) ; y vi a ’ } d  Pl{Z(DY v ) : y f^y}
the in c lu s io n  above being a consequence of the fa c t  that  
y a*. This e s t a b l i s h e s  the v a l i d i t y  of Q(o) .
N ext,  we assume that fo r  each p o s i t iv e  in te g e r  m < n,  
the conjunction  o f  Q(m’) for  m* < m im plies  Q(m) . Thus, 
suppose that m > o, and th a t  u e S ; (R'1) s a t i s f i e s  the 
hypotheses in  Q(m). Then, by Theorem 3 . 3 .1 ,  there e x i s t  
m u lt i - in d ic e s  3 ^ , . . . , 3 ^  such that fo r  each k < r ,  8 ^  
i s  an ( i H \ I ^ ) -m u lt i - in d e x  and
k= 1 a<8 ~ x - k^
w ith  e S ’ (Rt ) for  each k <> r and each a < 8 ^
For each k < r ,  we d ef in e  the index s e t s  and by
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= (a* 0*^ : supp u^c,a^r\ 4 4)
— k
B1 = {<*1$^ o SUpp u^K*a> n R = ^}
* h
If we temporarily write 
r
w i nk=l aeB.k
.a
JN \ I,
and, for each k < r,
I , jN\I. ® U aeA, — -nk
(k,a)
then, clearly,
, r < U = W + 2 w
k=l
In view of (5.46) and Lemma 5.3.2, we have 
w * va = o for all a e
and, for each k < r,
(k) a _ , -w * v = o for all a £ 11.
Moreover, from (5.50) we deduce that
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)
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U (a .s u p p (jY .u) : aeR^} <=~
d  U {a .su p p (jY.w) ^aeR^} u  U  (U \a . s u p p ( j Y . w ^ ) saeR^ })  (5 .53 )
— k=l —
In view o f  (5 .45 )  and ( 5 .5 3 ) ,  we have two p o s s i b i l i t i e s ,  
e i th e r
U (a .s u p p (jY.w) °aeR^} a  Rj + 4> (5 .54 )  
o r ,  fo r  some k < r ,
U (a .s u p p (jY.w^k^) saeR^ }^ o  Rj f  6 (5 .55 )
We consider these cases in  turn , and show th a t  in  both  
in s tan ces  the assumed v a l i d i t y  o f  Q(ra’) fo r  a l l  m’ < m 
im plies  that Q(m) i s  a lso  true .
F ir s t  consider the case when (5 .54) h o ld s .  We n o t ic e  
that because o f  the d e f in i t i o n  o f  the s e t s  B  ^ and the e q u a l i ty
w - l  { l <-1)I°I.dV xT ® ü (k>a)}
k=l aeB, k
there e x i s t  subsets  f o f  N with the p ro p er t ie s  thatJ. s
c •
max { I J.-. I > • • • »IJ. 1 1 } = m' < m and th a t  supp w c  U  R. .
1 _ s  k=l
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I f  K- , . . .  ,K a re  the maximal e lements  of  the  s e t  {JLS. . . , J  
then  i t  may be e a s i l y  v e r i f i e d  t h a t  the s u b s e t s  , . . . of
N s a t i s f y  c o n d i t i o n s  ( i ) ___ ( i i i )  i n  Q ( m ' ) , w i th  w p l a y in g  the
p a r t  of  u. Hence,  because  o f  (5 .51)  and ( 5 . 5 4 ) ,  we may appea l  
to  the i n d u c t i v e  h y p o th e s i s  and i n f e r  t h a t  (5 .47)  h o l d s ,  
i . e . ,  Q(m) i s  t r u e .
On the  o t h e r  hand ,  suppose  t h a t  f o r  some k < r ,  (5 .55)
i s  s a t i s f i e d .  We may, w i th o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y ,  assume
t h a t  1^ = {1 ..........s } .  Now ( 5 . 5 5 ) ,  the d e f i n i t i o n  o f  wv and
Lemma 5 . 4 . 1  t o g e t h e r  e n t a i l  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a m u l t i - i n d e x
a* e such t h a t  y CEXI^)  < a ’ . Moreover,  by v i r t u e  of  ( 5 . 5 2 ) s
(k)the d e f i n i t i o n  o f  w and Lemma 5 . 2 . 1 ,  we may a s s e r t  t h a t
[ j ^  ^ ( x ) u ^ , a ^] * v a = o f o r  a l l  a e R^ (5 .56)
I f  we r e p e a t  the  argument which we used i n  th e  d e r i v a t i o n  of  
e q u a t io n  (5 .26)  i n  § 5 . 3 ,  we deduce from (5 .56)  t h a t
iL d  0 { a . Z ( D av) s a < a ’ , a e and so
-=k -
Rj O  0 { a . Z O av) : ol<y ( N \  1 ^ ) ,  aeRN }, s i n c e  y Q i X j ^ )  ^ <*'•
— k  —
From t h i s  i t  fo l lows  e a s i l y  t h a t
Ry CL r\{a.Z(D'  v)  : y 7 £ y ,  a e R^}
h  -
(5 .57)
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Now, (5 ,5 5 )  e n t a i l s  t h a t  n  P-j. ^ *6. Combining t h i s  f a c t
—  — k
w ith  (5 .57 )  and Lemma 2 . 2 .2 ,  we i n f e r  t h a t  (5 .45 )  h o ld s  % and 
so Q(m) i s  again  t r u e .
This completes th e  p ro o f  o f  the  in d u c t iv e  s t e p ;  hence 
we may a s s e r t  t h a t  Q(m) i s  t r u e  f o r  a l l  n o n -n e g a t iv e  in t e g e r s  
m < n .  As we p o in te d  o u t  in  th e  p a ra g ra p h  fo llo w in g  th e  
s ta te m e n t  of Q(m), Lemma 5 . 4 .2  now fo l lo w s .  | | |
Lemma 5 .4 .3
L et v e S'(R ) ,  and suppose th a t
v - i { i (k) jnm
k=l a<ßV J
( k £a ) x (x) v s }
where I ,  a re  s u b s e ts  of N such th a t
—1 —r  —
( i )  I .  c£ L and L <£ I .  i f  i  ^ k
— 1  — K .  ~ K .  — 1
and f o r  each k < r ,  ß^ i s  an ( N \ I ^ ) - m u l t i - i n d e x . For each 
k < r ,  d e f in e  the  s e t s  and B^ by
A  ^ = { a < 8 ^  • supp v ( k , a  ^r\ Rj ^
Bk = (a<B(k  ^ : supp v (tC,a) = *6}
and w r i t e
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w “ i { l Jh\ i  ® v
k=l aeB. ü x -tk k
( k ,a )
and f o r  each k < r ,
(k) r  .a
w Ä I Jn\aeA^ - Xjtkl Jjjw ® v
(k ,  a)
Then i f  u i s  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  S*(Rn ) such t h a t
supp ( j Y.v )C ,  U  { a . supp (  j Y .u) ; a e y (5 .58)
f o r  each m u l t i - i n d e x  y ,  i t  fo l low s  t h a t  a l so
supp ( j Y. w ) C  U { a . s u p p ( j Y .u)  : a e y4Y r.' (5 .59)
f o r  each m u l t i - i n d e x  y ; and f o r  each k < r
supp( j r . w ^ )  d  U ( a . s u p p ( j Y.u) ; a e f^} (5 .60 )
f o r  each m u l t i - i n d e x  y.
P roof
We f i r s t  prove t h a t  (5 .60)  ho lds  f o r  each k < r ,  whenever
(5 .58)  h o ld s .  To t h i s  end,  suppose t h a t  (5 .58)  h o l d s ,  and 
v a (k)t h a t  j  .w ^ o f o r  some m u l t i - i n d e x  y  and some k < r .
(k)Then, by the  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  w and Lemma 5 . 4 . 1 ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  
a ’ e such t h a t  y ( N \ I ^ )  £ a ’ ; and,  i n  view of  the  d e f i n i t i o n
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of . y ^ sCt  ^ o  R ^ These f a c t s ,  to g e th e r  w ith
^/\~k 4
y ~(k)Lemma 5 . 4 . 1 ,  e n t a i l  t h a t  supp ( j . w  ) n  R, ^ Thus, 
t h e r e  e x i s t s  ^ e L  such t h a t  £ e supp ( j Y.w J ) .  Now,
4
by v i r t u e  o f  ( i )  in  the s ta te m e n t  o f  the lemma, th e re  e x i s t
r e l a t i v e l y  compact neighbourhoods V and W o f  £ such th a t
W c  V and V o  R. * i> i f  i  4 k .  Choose a fu n c t io n  <J> e D(V) 
—i
euch th a t  <j> = 1 on W. Then
4>-jY- v * j T .[<(>.w + I  = cf>.jY» w ^
i = l
(5 .61 )
s in c e  <f> v a n ish e s  on a neighbourhood o f  L  i f  i  /  k .  In
4
view o f  the  cho ice  o f  w and <j>, (5 .61 )  e n t a i l s  t h a t  
£ e s u p p ( j ^ .v ) ;  whence by ( 5 .5 8 ) ,  £ e U { a .s u p p ( j Y. u ) ' acR^}.
The f a c t  t h a t  £ e R- and Lemma 2 .2 .3  now imply th a t
4
R_ C  U { a . s u p p ( jY.u )  : a e ^ } .  S in c e ,  c l e a r l y
4 -
s u p p ( jY.w^k ) )C l R_ , (5 .60 )  fo l lo w s .
4
We can now e a s i l y  prove t h a t  (5 .5 9 )  a l s o  h o ld s .  Suppose
Y  A
t h a t  x G su p p ( j  .w) . I f  th e re  e x i s t s  k < r  such th a t
X e s u p p ( jY.w^k ^) , then  x e U { a . s u p p ( jY.u) : a e R^} because  
o f  ( 5 .6 0 ) .  On th e  o th e r  hand , i f  f o r  each k < r ,  j ^ . w ^  * o
1 2 1 .
Y  ^  y  /v
on some ne ighbourhood V o f  Xs then j ' . v  = j  .w on V; and so 
X e s u p p ( jY. v ) .  (5 .5 8 ) now e n ta i ls  t h a t ,  once a g a in ,
X e Ü {a .su pp  j Y.u  : a e R^,}. The a r b i t r a r y  n a tu re  o f
X £ s u p p ( jY .w) now le a ds  us to  in f e r  th a t  (5 .5 9 ) h o ld s • j | |
5 .4 .4 ._____Theorem
L e t E be a d i la t io n  space whose dua l space E 5 is  an 
a lg e b ra ic  v e c to r  subspace o f  0 \  I f  u e E and w e E, then 
w £ T [u j i f  and o n ly  i f  f o r  each m u lt i - in d e x  y
s u p p ( jY.w) o  U { a .s u p p ( jY.u )  : a e R^} (5 .6 2 )
P ro o f
The p ro o f o f the  n e c e s s ity  o f  (5 .6 2 ) f o r  w e T [u ]  is  
a lm ost t r i v i a l .  I f  V i s  an open s e t  in  Rn such th a t  
j Y .u a *  o on V f o r  a l l  a e R ^, then f o r  each <J> £ D(V) ,
-1
ua *  DY} ( o )  = 11 / j ( a )  I . j Y .u a ( 4>)
= o f o r  a l l  a e R^
Y A y  A
and so ( i f  w e T [u ] )  we have a ls o  j.w(<J>) = w *  D’ 4>(o) -  o 
f o r  each <j> e D(V) . Hence j Y .w = o on V. T h is  d is c u s s io n  
shows th a t  (5 .6 2 ) h o ld s  i f  w e T [u ] .
1 2 2 .
We now show t h a t  (5 .6 2 )  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  w e T [ u ] .
For each n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r  n  < n ,  l e t  Q(m) be th e  s ta te m e n t :
!,I f  u e S'CR11) and w e S ?(Rn) i s  such t h a t  supp w i s  
compact and (5 .62 )  h o ld s  and th e re  e x i s t  su b se ts  
o f  N such th a t
( i )  max {|jLjJ , .  • • » l l r l ) = m
( i i )  I .  and JL <t I .  i f  i  i k
—1  ”= k  —1
( i i i )  supp w d  U  Rj 
k=l —k
then  w * v = o whenever v e 0 '  i s  such t h a t= c
a
u * v = o f o r  a l l  a e R^ (5 .63)
We s h a l l  show t h a t  Q(m) i s  t r u e  f o r  a l l  m < n .
Q(o) i s  t r u e .  For suppose t h a t  u e S' (Rn) and w e S ’ (R ) 
a re  such th a t  (5 .62 )  h o ld s ,  and supp w d  (o}. Then, by 
Theorem 3 . 3 .1 ,  w i s  a p o ly n o m ia l ;  say
w = y  c .L n.a
a^8
Suppose c 4 o f o r  some a < ß . Then, by Lemma 5 . 4 . 1 ,  a
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o e supp j a .w; whence (by 5 .6 2 ) )  j a „u o. Thus, we may 
choose a function  <j> e S(Rn) such j a .$ .u   ^ o and supp $ i s  
compact. By Lemma 2 . 2 . 3 ,  o e U (a .supp( j a . 4».u) s ae R_,}.
Now i f  v  £ 0^ i s  such that (5 .6 3 )  h o ld s ,  then (by Lemma 1 .2 .6 )
(<J> * u )3 * v = 11 / j (a) I . (J>a * ua * v
-  o fo r  a l l  a e (5 .64 )
A A
In view o f  (5 .64 )  and the f a c t  that supp(tj).u) i s  compact, we 
may now invoke Lemma 5 .4 .2  and in f e r  that o eP|{Z(D^v):y  ^ a ) .
A, (X
From th is  i t  fo llow s e a s i l y  that v.D = o; and so
ctj * v = o. S ince th is  l a s t  e q u a lity  holds whenever a < B
i s  such th a t  c  ^ o , we see  that w * v = o. This e s ta b l i s h e sa
the v a l i d i t y  o f  Q (o ) .
N ext, assume that m > o and that Q(m?) i s  true for a l l  
non-negative  in te g e r s  m' < m. Let u, w e S ?(Rn) be as in  the 
statem ent o f  Q(m), Then, by Theorem 3 .3 .1  there e x i s t  
m u lt i - in d ic e s  ß^ ^  , . . .  , 3 ^  such that fo r  each k < r ,  3 ^  
i s  an (N \I ^ ) - m u l t i - in d e x  and
«  = l < l (k) Jn \ I  ®
k = l  a < ß W  - x i k
,(k ,a)
w ith  w(k ’ a) e ^'(IL. ) for  each k < r and each a £  3
h .
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I f  we d e f i n e  the index s e t s  and in  the  now f a m i l i a r  
way, and w r i t e
J ,  ' lk=l  aeB, — -He k
and f o r  each k < r<
(k) _ v „.a ( k , a )r .a '
l. h \ i . ® wA N \  *, aeA, —
then
w (o) + w( 1) 4- w ( r ) (5 .65 )
Now, by u s in g  a f a m i l i a r  argument and Lemma 5 . 4 . 3 ,  i t  may be
(o  )v e r i f i e d  t h a t  w s a t i s f i e s  th e  hypo theses  o f  Q (m ' ) ,  f o r  
some m1 < m. Hence,  i f  v e 0^ i s  such t h a t  (5 .63)  h o l d s ,  
we may appea l  to  the  i n d u c t i o n  h y p o th e s i s  and deduce t h a t
w(o) * V = o (5 .66 )
Next,  c o n s id e r  any p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r  k < r .  L e t  a e A
(k)Then, by Lemma 5 . 4 .1  and the d e f i n i t i o n  o f  w ,
s u p p ( j a . w ^ )  n  R_ 4 </>. Thus,  by (5 .62 )  and Lemma 2 . 2 . 3 ,  
— k
s upp ( j  . u) O Rt 4 <i. Choose a f u n c t i o n  <f> e S(R ) such 
~k
t h a t  supp $ i s  compact and s u p p ( j  , | . u )  n  Rr 4 </>• Hence,  
i f  v e 0^ i s  such t h a t  (5 .63 )  h o l d s ,  we may ( i n  view o f
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the  f a c t  t h a t  (<j> * u ) a * v = o f o r  a l l  a e R^) appea l 
to  Lemma 5 .4 .2  and a s s e r t  t h a t  iL d  0(Z(D^v> ; y < a}.
Ma ~
This e n t a i l s  t h a t  v. [Da e . (x)w^k , °^] = o ; and so
—  k
[ j a @ w ( k >a ) ] * v = o. S ince  t h i s  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  ho ld s  f o r  
a r b i t r a r y  a e and a r b i t r a r y  k < r ,  we i n f e r  t h a t
wv * v = o f o r  a l l  k < r  (5 .67 )
E qua tions  ( 5 .6 5 ) ,  (5 .66 )  and (5 .67 )  t o g e th e r  imply t h a t  
w * v = o . This com pletes the  p ro o f  of th e  in d u c t iv e  s t e p ;  
and so Q(m) i s  t ru e  f o r  a l l  i n t e g e r s  m < a.
We may now com plete the  p ro o f  of Theorem 5 . 4 .4 .  Let 
u e S 9(Rn ) and w e S ’ (Rn) be such t h a t  (5 .62 )  h o ld s .  Then 
i t  i s  e a s i l y  v e r i f i e d  th a t  f o r  each <j> e S(Rn ) whose F o u r ie r  
t r a n s fo rm  has compact s u p p o r t ,  <J> * w s a t i s f i e s  the  hypo theses  
o f  Q(m) f o r  some i n t e g e r  m < n . Thus, i f  v e 0^ s a t i s f i e s
u * v ® o f o r  a l l  a e R.T
then the  known v a l i d i t y  o f  Q(m) f o r  a l l  m < n im p l ie s  th a t
<j> * w * v * o f o r  each <J> e S(Rn ) whose F o u r ie r  t ra n s fo rm  has
compact s u p p o r t ;  and s') 
w * v = o
An appeal to  the  Hahn-Banach Theorem e s t a b l i s h e s  Theorem 
5 .4 .4 .  H I
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5 .5 .  THE CASE : E*S(Rn) c C Q(Rn ) and E * *S (Rn) C C Q(Rn ) 
5 . 5 .1 ._____Theorem
L e t  E be a b a r r e l l e d  d i l a t i o n  space such th a t  
( i )  f o r  each u e E and each $ e S(Rn ) , u * 6 e C (Rn) ;
( i i )  f o r  each v e E v and each 6 e S(Rn ) ,  v * <f> e C (Rn ) .— o
Then, f o r  each n o n -z e ro  e lem en t u e E, T[u] = E.
P ro o f
Suppose th a t  w e E i s  such t h a t  supp w n  R i s  empty. 
Then, f o r  each <f> e S(Rn ) ,  supp $ .u  p> R^ i s  empty. Now, the  
same re a so n in g  as i s  used in  th e  p ro o f  o f  Theorem 4 .2  in  
Edwards [2] shows t h a t  Rn \ R ^  i s  1 - t h i n .  In  view o f  
c o n d i t io n  ( i )  above, we i n f e r  t h a t  4> * w = o f o r  each 
4> e S(Rn ) ; and t h i s  e n t a i l s  t h a t  w -  o .
Now suppose t h a t  u e E, and u ^ o;  and t h a t  v e E ’ i s  
such th a t
u * v = o f o r  a l l  a e
The remarks made in  the  p re c e d in g  p a rag rap h  show t h a t
supp u n  R £ A; th u s ,  we m?y app ly  Theorem 4 .3 .1  and deduce
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A f t
t h a t  supp v c  R \ R jj . We may now r e p e a t  th e  argument o f  the 
l a s t  p a rag rap h  and i n f e r  t h a t  v = o, R eference  to  the 
Hahn-Banach theorem now le a d s  us to  th e  r e q u i r e d  r e s u l t .  | | |
5 .6 .  THE CASE s E * S(Rn ) O  L*(Rn ) and E ’ * S(Rn ) O  L°°(Rn ) .
We n o t i c e  t h a t  acco rd ing  to  XXV in  C h a p i tre  VI of
Schwartz [ 3 ] ,  the c o n d i t io n  t h a t  E * S(Rn ) C  L^(Rn) and
E 5 * §(Rn ) CZ L (Rn ) i s  e q u i v a le n t  to  the  demand t h a t
E C  D5, (Rn ) and E ' c  B? .
"L1
B efore  s t a t i n g  and p ro v in g  th e  approx im ation  theorem 
which a p p l ie s  to t h i s  c a s e ,  we remark th a t  i f  u e S '(R n ) 
i s  such t h a t  u * <f> e L^(Rn ) f o r  each <j> e S(Rn ) ,  then  u i s  
(g e n e ra te d  by) a con t inuous  f u n c t io n .  This f a c t  i s  e a s i l y  
v e r i f i e d  by u s ing  Theorem 1 .2 .4  in  Rudin [ 1 ] .
5 . 6 . 1 ._____Theorem
L et E be a d i l a t i o n  space such t h a t
( i )  f o r  each  u e E and each <j> e S(Rn ) , u * <f> e L^(Rn ) 
( i i )  f o r  each v e E 5 and each <j> e S(Rn ) , u * cj> e L (Rn)
Suppose t h a t  u e E and w e E. Then w e T[u] i f
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Z(w) 3  n (a .Z (u )  s a e R^} (5 .68)
I t ,  i n  a d d i t io n  to  s a t i s f y i n g  ( i )  and ( i i )  , E has th e  p ro p e r ty
( i i i )  every  bounded con tinuous  c h a r a c t e r  o f  Rn 
be longs  to  E v
then  (5 .68 )  i s  a l s o  n e c e s s a ry  f o r  w e T [u ] ,
P roo f
We f i r s t  assume t h a t  E has p r o p e r t i e s  ( i )  and ( i i )  , and 
show th a t  (5 .68 )  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  w e T [u ] .  Assume t h a t  
u e E and w e E, and t h a t  v e E 5 i s  such t h a t
u3 * v = o f o r  a l l  a e (5 .69 )
The Hahn-Banach theorem r e q u i r e s  us to show t h a t
w * v = o (5 .70)
L e t n e S(Rn) and i|j e S(Rn ) be a r b i t r a r y .  Then (5 .69 )
3. 3.e n t a i l s  t h a t  n * u * v * = o f o r  a l l  a e R~; and i f  we
r e f e r  to  Lemma 1 . 2 . 6 ,  we see  t h a t  t h i s  im p l ie s  t h a t
( n * u ) a * v * \ j ; = o  f o r  a l l  a e IL. (5 .71 )
In  view o f  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  and ( i i )  , and Lemma 1 . 2 .4 ,  (5 .71 ) 
now le ad s  us to  i n f e r  t h a t  supp ijJ.v C - f U a .Z ^ . u )  :aeR ^} ;
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and s in c e  n e S(Rn ) was a r b i t r a r y ,  i t  fo l lows  e a s i l y  t h a t
supp $ . v  C  f H a .Z ( u )  : a e R^} (5 .72)
Now, by t h e  c o r o l l a r y  to  Lemma 2 . 2 . 2 ,  0 { a . Z ( u )  ? a e R^  } 
i s  an S - s e t ;  moreover ,  (5 .68)  c l e a r l y  e n t a i l s  t h a t  f o r  each 
<P e S(Rn )
Z($.w) o  H (a .Z (u )  ; a e R^}
These f a c t s ,  t o g e t h e r  w i th  ( 5 . 7 2 ) ,  al low us to a s s e r t  t h a t  
< J > * w * v * ^ = o .  S ince  <f> e S(Rn ) and ip e S(Rn) were 
a r b i t r a r i l y  chosen ,  (5 .70 )  f o l l o w s ,  comple t ing  the  p ro o f  
o f  the  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  th e  theorem.
Now suppose t h a t  E p o s s e s s e s  p r o p e r t i e s  ( i )  ( i i i )  ,
and l e t  u e E and w £ E be such t h a t  w e T [u ] .  Suppose t h a t
X e H { a .Z (u )  : a e R } .  I f  we te m p o ra r i l y  denote by e the
X
bounded con t inuous  c h a r a c t e r  o f  Rn de termined  by x » then  f o r  
each <j> £ S(Rn ) and each a £ R^s we have
ua * e * <}>(o) = e (ua .$)
A  A
-1
* I 1 / j ( a ) I . ua ( x ) . { ( x )
o (5 .73)
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S ince  (5 .73 )  h o ld s  fo r  each cf> e S(Rn ) ,  we i n f e r  t h a t
u * e = o f o r  a l l  a e L .  The c o n t in u i t y  of the  mapping 
X *$.
w e E — > w * e (c) now im p l ie s  ( i n  view o f  the  f a c t  t h a t  
X
w e T [u ])  t h a t  w * e ~ o; and i t  e a s i l y  fo llow s from t h i s
X
A A
t h a t  x £ Z(w)o Since x £ 0 { a Z (u )  i  a e R,.} was a r b i t r a r y ,  
the  p ro o f  of Theorem 5 .6 ,1  i s  com ple te .  | | |
5 . 7 . THE CASE : E * S(Rn) C :  L°°(Rn) and E* * S(Rn ) d  L1 (Rn ) 
5 . 7 . 1 . __ Theorem
L et E be a d i l a t i o n  space such t h a t
( i )  f o r  each u e E and each $ e S(Rn ) , u * 4> e L°°(Rn ) 
( i i )  f o r  each  v e E v and each <f> e S(Rn ) ,  u * <{> e L^(Rn) 
Suppose t h a t  u e E and w e E. Then w e T[u] i f  and on ly  i f  
supp w C  U {a .su p p  u s a e R^} (5 .74 )
P roo f
We s h a l l  f i r s t  p rove th e  n e c e s s i t y  o f  ( 5 .7 4 ) .  Thus, 
suppose th a t  u e E and w e E, and suppose th a t  th e r e  e x i s t s
X e supp w such t h a t  x i  VJ (a .su p p  u % a e R^}. Then th e r e  
e x i s t s  a fu n c t io n  <p e j3(R ) such t h a t  <j> = 1 on a neighbourhood
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o f  x and j  = o on a neighbourhood o f  U (a ,s u p p  u : a e R ^ } ,
a
I n  view o f  Lemma 1 .2 .5 ,  t h i s  e n t a i l s  t h a t  <}> = o on a 
neighbourhood o f  supp üa ; whence 4>.ua = o f o r  each a e 
and so (by Lemma 1 .2 .4 )  <j>* u = o f o r  each a e R^. On th e  
o th e r  hand , i t  i s  e a s i l y  v e r i f i e d  t h a t  <$>.w ^ o ,  from which 
i t  fo l low s  t h a t  <f> * w ^ o„ S ince 4» e E , we i n f e r  t h a t  
w t  T [ u ] .
C o n v erse ly ,  assume t h a t  u e E , and w e E i s  such th a t  
(5 .74 )  h o ld s .  L e t  v  e E' be such th a t
u * v = o f o r  each a e
Suppose t h a t  n £ S(Rn ) and ip z S(Rn ) a re  a r b i t r a r y .  Then 
na * ua * v * if; = o fo r  each a e ° and so (by Lemma 1 .2 .6 )
(n * u) * v * \p = o f o r  each a e R^ , (5 .7 5 )
In  view o f  c o n d i t io n s  ( i )  and ( i i )  , and Lemma 1 . 2 . 5 ,  we 
deduce from (5 .75) th a t  ij;.v = o on a .supp  ifi.v f o r  each a e R^ 
and s in c e  n £ S(Rn ) was a r b i t r a r y ,  t h i s  means t h a t
ij).v = o on U (a.supp u : a z V (5 .7 6 )
Now l e t  <f> z S(R ) be a r b i t r a r y .  Then (by v i r t u e  o f  (5 .7 4 ) )
supp .w Cl U (a .  supp u : a z R^ } (5 .7 7 )
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M oreover, Ü {a. supp u i a z R^} i s  an S--set (by th e  c o r o l l a r y  
to  Lemma 2 . 2 . 3 ) ;  combining t h i s  l a s t  f a c t  w ith  (5 .76 )  and 
( 5 .7 7 ) ,  we deduce t h a t  $ * w * v * ^ = o .  The a r b i t r a r i n e s s  
o f  <J) e S(Rn) and $ e S(Rn) now le a d s  us to  i n f e r  t h a t  
w * v -  o ;  and an appeal to the  Hahn-Banach theorem 
com pletes the  p r o o f .  | | |
CHAPTER 6
RESULTS FOR PARTICULAR CASES
36.1. INTRODUCTION
In this final chapter, we apply the approximation theorems 
of Chapter 5 to some of the classical distribution spaces which 
are defined in the expositions [2] and [3] of Schwartz, 
and which we have mentioned in §1.6. The topologies on these 
spaces are described in §§0.5.3 - 0.5.8.
6.2. THE APPROXIMATION RESULTS.
6.2.1. Theorem.
Let cp € S(Rn) and \Jr e S(Rn). Then \Jr e T[<p] if 
and only if for each multi-index a
The above result follows immediately from Theorem 5.3.3. |||
Proof
Corollary
Let cp € S(Rn) and \Jr e S(Rn). Then ijr € T[q>] if
and only if the following statement is true:
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If jn^,...^n^} is a subset of N, and {cc^ ,.. . a } 
is a set of non-negative integers such that
r r ßl ßkx ...x .cp(x., ,.. . ,x )dx ...dx = 0 (6.1)K K n^  n^ i n n^  n^
for each set |ß } of non-negative integers such that
ßx < a1»---»ßk < ak> then
, , »1 ek
V - J R V " ’xn •’l'(jcl - " > xn)dxn •••dxn, = 0 (6‘2)l k  l k
for each set |ß^,...,ß } of non-negative integers such that
Proof
Suppose that \Jr e T[cp], and that (6.1) holds. Without 
loss of generality, assume that |n^,...,n^| = |l,...,k|.
Write I = N\|l,...,k| and define the (N\I) - multi-index 
a by a = ( ^ v ; ^ ) *  Then for each distribution w € Sf(R^ .),
and each y e R , we have
* 'pV )
H V " /R<yl'*l) 1-"(yk*Xk) “•
•<P(alxl> • ••>Vn)dxl--->dXJ dw(yk+rXk+l> • ••>yn‘Xn)
V  M ,  n |ß| al‘ßl ak'ßk ßl ßk
ß < a ß^"1> ’yi ‘" y,c V r ’" ^  X1 •••Xk •
•<p(a1x1> • • -'anxn)dxr  • -dV dw(yk+i'Xk+l’ ‘• " V V  (6'3)
1.35.
(6.3) holds for each a € R^. Now for each a e R^, 
and each ß < a,
ßl ßkJ R . . . f R X i  ...xk .cp(a1x1,...,anxn)dx1...dxk
ß,+l M-l
= (1/a^) 1 ...(l/a^)
ßl ßkJr.../r Xi ...Xj. .tp(x1,...,xk,ak+1xk+1,.
... .a x )dx, .. .dx, n n 1 k
(6.4)
the last equality being a consequence of (6.1). Combining 
(6.3) and (6.4), we see that
[ J ^ ® w . l  * cpa - 0 for all a e Rn
Since \)r e T[cp], (6.5) entails that for each y e R
(6.5)
7 ( iJPl ai"ßl ak”ßk r f r  r ßl ßk^ Vß) C-i) •yl ,,,yk l x “ r xi * * ,xk •
• • • >Xn)dXl- • -dXk}dw( yk H  -Xk+1’ •"’yn'Xn) ’ 
^^R'"^R(yl"kl) •••<yk"Xk) -
•t(v  • • • >xn)dxi • • •dxJ dw(yk + r xk+i’ • • • ’V V
(jN \ X ® wl * >|r(y)
a < ß
= 0 (6.6)
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Since (6.6) holds for arbitrary y e Rn, we infer that for 
each ß < a
r ßf ßk \ v
^ V r ***^ r xi ***xk • ••>xn)dx1.. •d\ J dw(\+i> • • » 0
The fact that w e S'(RT) was arbitrary now allows us to assert 
that (6.2) holds.
Conversely, assume that cp,\|r e S(Rn), and that (6.1) 
implies (6.2). According to Theorem 6.2.1, we have to 
show that for each multi-index a
rr[z(D7ft : 7 < a} 3 nja.Z(D7cp) : y < a, a e RjJ (6.7)
/ y /\ "\
Let x € H|a.Z(D cp) : y <  a ,  a e R^J. Then x e R^, 
for some I c N. Using Lemma 2.2.2, we deduce that 
Rj c  nja.Z(D7cp) : 7 < a, a e R^ ]". Without loss of generality,
we may assume that I * |l,...,k}. Thus, for each multi-index
71 7n ^7 < a, we have D, .. .D cp(0,... ,0, £. I ) * 0 for all~ 1 n k+1 n
I. I e R. This entails that for all € Rk+1 7 n k+17 7 n
71 7n //R.../R ...xn .<p(x1,...,xn)exp\- 2ni(xk+1lk+1+...
...+ x I ) dx ...dx •* 0 n n J 1 n
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whence we deduce that
> • • • } x^)dx^...dx^  • 0
In view of our assumption that (6.1) implies (6.2)* we 
may now assert that for each y < a*
The arbitrariness in the choice of x now entails that (6.7) 
holds. I I j
6.2.2. Theorem.
Let u e S T(Rn) and w € S !(Rn). Then w e T[u] if 
and only if for each multi-index a
i  • • • i x ) dx, ... dx, = 0n
and it follows easily from this that
Proof
The result follows from Theorem 5.A.4
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Corollary
/ I I  «''NLet u e S’(R ) be such that supp u is compact. If
w e S*(Rn), then w e T[u] if and only if Daw = 0 whenever
a,a is a multi-index such that D u = 0.
Proof
First suppose that w e T[u] and that a is a multi-index
a asuch that D u - 0. Then D u  = 0  for all a e R^, and so, 
for each cp e S(Rn)
a a, a au * D cp = D u * cp = 0 for all a e R^
Thus, since w e T[u], it follows that for each cp € S(R )
a , . a . VD w(cp) ~ w * D cp(0) = 0
On the other hand, suppose that D w = 0 whenever a 
is a multi-index such that Dau = 0; but that, contrary to 
Theorem 6.2.2, there exists a multi-index 7 such that
y f  y  / \  \supp(j .w) <£ U|a.supp(j .u) : a € R J
y f y / \Choose x € supp(j .w) such that x i  U^a.--- ‘  'supp(j'.u) : a e R^}
Then, by Lemma 2.2.3, x ^  0 (since we may confine ourselves 
to the non-trivial case when u ^  0). Suppose that
1 4 0 .
X € R , where I  = j n ^ , . . . , n ^ j .  Then Lemma 2 .2 .3  and th e
f  y  / \
f a c t  t h a t  x  i  U 1a .supp(j .u ) : a e to g e th e r  imply t h a t
y / \
su p p ( j  . u ) c
V ( n l}  u ‘ " u
/ \
Thus, s in c e  supp u i s
compact, we may r e f e r  to  Theorem 3 .3 .1  and i n f e r  th e  e x i s t e n c e  
o f  m u l t i - i n d e c e s  ß ^ \ . . . , ß ^ ^  such t h a t  f o r  each  k < r ,
i s  an w -
m u l t i - i n d e x  and
7 ß ^
D u e V /n .\+ •••+ V;nr
L et ß be any m u l t i - i n d e x  such t h a t
(6 .3 )
ß >  ß v fo r  each
nk “
k <  r ,  and -  0 i f  m i  1_. Then, in  view o f  ( 6 .3 ) ,  i t  i s  
e a s i l y  seen  th a t  D u = 0.
On th e  o th e r  hand, we may choose a neighbourhood W of x  
such t h a t
W_n^ x { n 1} U- - - U *NNfnr \ }  = SS ( 6 ' 9)
Since  x  e supp j  .w, th e r e  e x i s t s  a f u n c t io n  cp e ß(W) such
7 A
t h a t  j  ,w(<p) 0 . Now, (6 .9 )  im p l ie s  t h a t  th e  fu n c t io n
ß
j  i s  bounded away from 0 on W; hence ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a
Q
f u n c t io n  \Jf e D(W) such t h a t  j  \Jr = cp. Thus
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D7+^w(\jr) = j 7 . w ( j ^ )
y  s \
j  . w ( c p )
t  0
T h is  e s t a b l i s h e s  a c o n t r a d i c t i o n ;  whence we i n f e r  t h a t  our
assum ption  t h a t  suppC j '.w )  <£ u|a. supp( j '  ,u )  : a e 
i s  u n te n a b le .
,7
6 . 2 ,3 .  Theorem.
Suppose t h a t  1 < p <  oo. I f  f  e LP(Rn) ,  f  ^  0 ,  th e n  
T i f ]  = LP (Rn) .
P roof
The above r e s u l t  i s  an immediate consequence o f  Theorem 
5 . 5 .1 .  H I
6 , 2 .4 .  Theorem.
L et f  € L1 (Rn ) and g € L1 (Rn ) .  Then g e T [ f ]  i f  
and on ly  i f
Z(g> 3  n { a ,Z (£ )  : a € R }
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Proof
The result follows from Theorem 5.6.1.
Corollary
Let f € L1(Rn) and g € L1(Rn). Then g e T[f] if 
and only if the following statement is true:
If |n^,...,njJ’ is a subset of N such that 
/R...Jr f(x1,...,xn)dx1...dxk = 0  a.e. 
then also
Jr. . .J r g(x1,...,xn)dx1...dxk « 0 a.e.
Proof
The proof follows similar lines to the proof of the 
corollary to Theorem 6.2.1.
6.2.5. Theorem.
Let f € L°°(Rn) and g e L°°(Rn). Then g e T[f] if
and only if
supp g c u|a.supp f : a e RN}
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Proof
The result follows from Theorem 5.7.1.
Corollary
Let f e L°°(Rn) and g € L°°(Rn). Then g e T [ f ] if
and only if the following statement is true: if |n^,...,n^
is a subset of N such that D ...D f = 0. then also
nl \
• D g = 0
Proof
First suppose that g € T[f], and that IV "••’"kl
a subset of N such that D ...D f = 0. Then D ...D f = 0ni \ ni nk
for all a € R^, and so for each cp € S(Rn)
fa * D ...D cp = D ...D f * cp = 0 for all a e R„ni \  ni nk a
Thus, since g e T[f], we also have
Dn ” *Dn = 8 * Dn •**D * 0l k  1 ^
for each cp e S(Rn).
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Conversely, assume that D ...D g « 0 wheneverni \{nx, — ■»nk}
However, suppose that, contrary to Theorem 6.2.5,
is a subset of N such that D ...D f * 0.ni \
supp g <£ u|a.supp f : a e V  • Choose x € supp g such that
x £  uja.supp f : a e R^J. Then, by Lemma 2.2.3, x ^  0 (since
we may neglect the trivial case when u * 0). Suppose that 
x € Rj, where I * ^n ,...,n^J. Choose a neighbourhood W of x 
such that
W n (6.10)
/S ASince x e supp g, there exists cp e D(W) such that g(cp) f- 0. 
Now, if we denote by 1(1) the I - component of the multi- 
index 1, then, because of (6.10), the function is
bounded away from 0 on W. Thus, there exists \|r e D(W) 
auch that a cp; whence
D_ . * .D g(+) = g(J1(ih*)n, n 1 r
g(cp)
7* 0
Thus D .. .D g 0. n, n '1 r
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On the other hand, Lemma 2.2.3 and the fact that 
X i Ula.supp f : a € R f together imply that
supp f
ä\{nl}U" ‘U
H 1 ( T ^Moreover, for each cpeS(R), j - .cp vanishes on the S-set
^ { ni}u"'u R^ nr}
. Thus D ...D f(cp) 15 f(j - ,cp) = 0 for”, n Tl r
each cp e S(R ). This leads to a contradiction.
6.2.6. Theorem.
Suppose that 1 < p < «. If f € D (Rn), f ^ 0, thenV
T[f3 - D (R ) 
L
Proof
The dual space of D (Rn) is D 1 (Rn), where 1/p + 1/q = 1.
”LP Lq
Now if v e D ! (Rn), then v can be written as a finite 
= Lq
sum of derivatives of functions in Lq(Rn); see Schwartz [3],
Chapitre VI, Theoreme XXV. Moreover, if 1 < p < oo, D (Rn)
~LP
is reflexive (Schwartz [3], Chapitre VI, § 8) and hence 
barrelled (Edwards [1], Theorem 3.4.5); it is now easy to
whence the required result follows.
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6.2.7. Theorem.
Let f e D ,(R ) and g € D .(R ). Then g e T[f]= i — iL L
if and only if
Z(g) => n{a.Z(£) : a £ Rn} (6.11)
Proof
According to Theoreme XXV in Chapitre VI of Schwartz 
[3], every distribution in B 1 can be written as a finite 
sum of derivatives of functions in L°°(Rn); and this fact 
entails that D ,(Rn) satisfies the conditions of Theorem
V
5. 6. 1. M l
Corollary
Let f e D .(R ) and g e D .(Rl). Then g € T{fJV =L
if and only if the following statement is true:
is a subset of N such that
Jr.../r f( V " ,Xn>dXni’.'d x  = 0  "k (6.12)
then also
/ R . . . J R  g ( x 1, . . . , x R ) d x  . . . d x
1 Ic
= 0 (6.13)
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Proof
Since D .(Rn) c: L^(Rn), we see from Theorem 6.2.4 and 
L
its corollary that (6.11) holds if and only if (6.12) implies 
(6.13). HI
6,2,8. Theorem.
Let f € B and g e B. Then g e T[f] if and only 
if
supp g c 7 /VU^a.supp f (6.14)
Proof
By Theoreme XXV in Chapitre VI of Schwartz [3], D* .(Rn)
~ L1
consists of those distributions which can be written as a 
finite sum of measures in M(Rn). It is now easily verified 
that B satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5,7.1.
Corollary
Let f € B and g e B. Then g e T[fj if and only if
the following statement is true: if {n^,...,n^} is a subset
of N such that D ...D f = 0, then also D ...D g = 0.
nl nk nl \
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Proof
Since B c: L°°(Rn), we see from Theorem 6.2.5 and its
corollary that (6.14) holds if and only if D ...D g = 0\
whenever D ...D f = 0. 
ni "k
6.2.9. Theorem.
Suppose that l < p < o o .  If u e D '  (Rn), u ^ 0,
" LP
then T[u] = D* (Rn).
= LP
Proof
Since D (R ) is reflexive whenever 1 < r < oo (Schwartz [3], 
" L
Chapitre VI, §0), the dual of D 1 (Rn) Is D (Rn), where
“ LP “Lq
l/p + 1/q = 1. Moreover, D ’ (R ) is barrelled (Edwards [1],
" L P
Theorem 8.4.5 and Corollary 8.4.6). In view of these facts, we may 
appeal to Theorem 5.5.1 and get the desired result. ill
6.2.10. Theorem.
Let u e D f ,(Rn) and w e D 1 ,(Rn). Then w e T[u] 
L “ L
if and only if
a.Z(u) a €
149.
Proof
In view of Theoreme XXV in Chapitre VI of Schwartz 
[3], D ’ ,(Rn) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.6.1.= _ l
6.2.11. Theorem.
Let u € B 1 and w e B*. Then w € T[u] if and only 
if
supp w c ✓Na.supp u :
Proof
In view of the definition of the topology on B f, the 
dual of B ’ is Since (by Theoreme XXV in Chapitre
VI of Schwartz [3]) every element in B ’ is a finite sum
3
of derivatives of functions in L°°(Rn), we may invoke Theorem 
5.7.1 and deduce the desired result.
6.2.12. Theorem.
Suppose that f e CQ(Rn), f ^ 0. Then T[f] * C0(Rn).
Proof
This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.5.1.
1 5 0 .
6 .2 .1 3 .  Theorem.
Suppose t h a t  f  € C^CR11) and S e C^CR*1) .  Then 
g € T [ f ]  i f  and on ly  i f
/ \  /  / \  \  
supp g c  U^a.supp f  : a e R^J
P roof
The dual o f  C^^(Rn) i s  M(Rn ) ; see § 0 . 5 . 6 .  Thus,
C ^ ( R n ) s a t i s f i e s  th e  c o n d i t io n s  r e q u i r e d  by Theorem 5 . 7 .1 .  | | |
6 .2 .1 4 .  Theorem.
Suppose t h a t  f  € B, f  ^  0. Then T [ f ]  = B.
Proof
The above r e s u l t  fo l lo w s  from Theorem 5 . 5 .1 .  | | |
6 .2 .1 5 .  Theorem.
•  •
Suppose t h a t  u € B1, u ¥ 0. Then T[uJ *» B1.
P roof
T h is  r e s u l t  i s  a consequence o f  Theorem 5 .5 .1 .
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APPENDIX I
A
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In this appendix, we list some of the notations which we 
have used and which are fairly standard in the literature. We 
have used Edwards [3] as our guide.
GENERAL SET THEORETIC NOTATION
X € T x is an element of the set T
S c T S is a subset of T
S X T the Cartesian product of the sets S
and T
|s| the cardinal of the set S
S \ T the set of elements in S which are
not in T.
s n t the intersection of the sets S and T
S U T the union of the sets S and T
n{s :  . . . .j the intersection of sets S such that
U{T: ••
r
..| the union of sets T such that ....
{x: ... .j the set of all x such that ....
R the set of real numbers
Rn the Cartesian product of n copies
of R
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TOPOLOGY
A the closure of the set A.
THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS
C0(Rn) see §0.5.5
Cbd(Rn> see 50.5.6
c“(W) see §0.5.3
D(W) see §0.5.3
D' (W) see §0.5.3
S(W) see §0.5.4
S'(W) see §0.5.4
LP(Rn) see § 0.5.7
gLp(Rn) see § 0.5.8
g'Lp(Rn) see § 0.5.8
B see § 0.5.8
B 1 see §0.5.8
B see §0.5.8
B' see §0.5.8
M(8n) the
see
spaceoof bounded Radon on 
§0.5.6
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ea the Dirac measure concentrated on a
Z(f) the set of zeros of f; see §0.5.9
supp u the support of u; see §0.5.9
/\u the Fourier transform of the temperate
> e-
distributicjrt^  u; see VO.5.11 
the reflection of cp; see VO. 5.10
ii
CALCULUS OF n VARIABLES (cf. Hormander [1], p.4.)
If a is a multi-index (see Appendix II), then |a| denotes 
the non-negative integer defined by
I a I = a, + ... + a 1 1 1 n
The non-negative integer a! is defined by
a! = a, ! . .. a ! 1 n
If a and ß are multi-indices, we write a < ß if < ß^ 
for each k. If a and ß are multi-indices such that a < ß, 
then we define the non-negative integer l ^ ) by
(^) = p!/a!(ß-a)!
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For each k < n, we denote by D the partial differential
K.
operator
D k = •i -a/axk
where i is the imaginary unit; see also II.8.
We have occasion to use several special notations in the 
text of the thesis. These are defined and explained in 
Appendix II.
156.
APPENDIX II
11.1. If k is a positive integer, and u e S f(R ) and
q) e S(R ), we denote the value of u at cp by u(<p) or by
/cp(x1,.. .,xk)du(x1,. ..,xk>
11.2. We shall denote by N the set of natural numbers
Definition 1,
Let I be a subset of N. An I - multi-index
is any function a whose domain is I and whose range is a 
subset of the non-negative integers.
If I - N , or if we have no need to specify the domain 
1  ^ of the function a, we shall drop the prefix and talk 
simply of a multi-index a. Multi-indices will always be 
denoted by the earlier lower case letters in the Greek 
alphabet; viz. a, ß, 7 .
Definition 2.
Let a be a multi-index and 1^ a subset of N. Then
the I - component of a, denoted by a(I), is the £ - 
multi-index defined by
158 .
/  \
I I . 3. Suppose that I i s  a subset o f  N; say 1^  = ^n^,. . .  , 11^ .  
—
We w rite  R^ . for the Euclidean space R a ls o  0 .5 .2  .
Thus, we may ta lk  of the space S ’ (RT) o f  temperate d is t r ib u t io n s
— I
on Rj, e t c .
I I . 4 .  Let I and J be su bsets  o f  N such th a t  I  c  N,
Suppose th a t  J = {k^>. . .  jk^J, I = |m ^ ,. . .  ,m  ^j  and J \ I  = |n ^ , . . . , n ^
I f  cp € and ^ 6 S (R j) ,  then Cp(x)\Jr w i l l  always
(see  remarks below) denote the function  in  S(R ) defined by
— J
cp 0  )jc(x , • . . , X, ) = cp(x , • . . , X ) .^ ( x  , . . • , X ) (1)tc. K n, n m, m1 p l s l s
I f  u e S ’ (R _) and v € S ’ (Rt) j then u 0  v w i l l  denote
the element £  S*(R ) . which i s  uniquely determined by~ J
u ®  v(cp 0  i|r) = u(cp).v(\|0 (2)
for each cp e S(R ) and each ijr e S(R ) ;  for d e t a i l s ,= \  1^ s  I
see Schwartz [ 2 ] ,  Chapitre VI. For an a rb itra r y  fu n ction
Tj e S(R ) ,  we have 
—  J
u 0  v(q) = / { / q ( x k , . . . , x k )du(xn > • - • ) }  *
.dv(x  , . . . , x  ) m, m1 r
J’V ’lfc'k ’ • " ’ xk )dv(Xm
,du(x , . . . , x  )n. n1 s
( 3 )
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This is easily verified (cf. Schwartz [2], p.108).
Remarks. Suppose that I^,!^ anc* — are su^sets — such
that I c J and c: J, and such that \l^ \ = | X_21 = k (say).
lc —■*If v € S ’(R ), then by our definition of R^ ., v is the same as
an element of S'(RT ) and as an element of S’(R_ ); similarly,
-1 -2
ift-kif u e S’(R ) (where m = )j|), then u is the same as an 
element of S’(R _ ) and as an element of S’(R T )” However,
= i\i ,  - 1 ±2
the distribution u x v determined by (3) does depend on the 
subsets 1^, and J of N.
Thus, we make the following remarks. When we talk of (say) 
the Euclidean space R^, we do not attach any especial
significance to the subset I of N; is simply the Euclidean
space R , where k = |l|. It is only when we make a statement
like: "Let u e S’(R _) and v e S’(R ); then u (x) v= J \ 1 = JL
will always denote the distribution determined by (3)." that 
the subsets I and J of N play a significant role. In other
wards, our notation R^ is a shorthand aid to specifying the 
distribution defined by (3); we have adopted the notation in 
order to circumvent the necessity of having to repeatedly «at» 
make statements like: "Let I and J be subsets of N, with
160.
m “kI cz J and |l| = k and |j| = m; suppose that u € S’(R )
k tnand v € S'(R ), and let u (x) v be the element of S’(R ) which
is determined by (3)." In our notational convention it is
understood that, when we talk of u e S'(R_ ,) and---------- > = J \ I
v € S’(Rj), and u (x) v will in fact denote the distribution 
determined by (3).
There is, of course, an obvious alternative to the convention
which we have adopted. We could have introduced the following
notation. Let I and J be subsets of N such that I  c J ;
and suppose that |lj = k and |j| - m. If u e S'(Rm
and v € S’(R ), then u (x) v will denote the distribution 
* I
determined by (3). This alternative notation is certainly less obj­
ectionable in its introduction than the one which we have chosen; 
and it would have also achieved the end which we desired.
However, its use would have greatly increased the number of subscripts 
in the equations which appear in the text of the thesis; 
this consideration has prompted us to choose the notation which 
we have in fact adopted.
II. 5. If I is a subset of N, say I = |n^,... ,njj
then we denote by e^ the function on R^ defined by
t6'l.
e_(x .... .x ) = expl -Tt( x^ +...+ x^ )}
- "l "k 1 nl "k
Clearly, e_ is an element of S(R_). If I and J are I = I
subsets of N such that I c  J, then for each distribution
u e S'(R ), we define a distribution u € S’(R ) by = J i — I
Uj(cp) = uCej^j @  cp) for all cp e S ^ )  (4)
Remarks. Let 1^ and be subsets of J c N such
that ll^ l = |l2| * k (say). Then for each u e S’(Rj), u^.
and u_ are both distributions on the same Euclidean space R .
-2
However, these distributions are in general distinct; they depend 
(via (4)) on the subsets I^,!^ anc* — of — *
II.6. The unit function on R^ is denoted by 1^; the
subscript is omitted if I ■ N.
If I and J are subsets of N such that I c  J, and
a is an I - multi-index, then the afunction j, JJ on RJ is
defined by
.a
• f
a
• • • (5)
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where we have assumed that J = ^ n ^ . ^ n  j and I =
aThe subscript is dropped I - N, and we write j for
oIf we accept the usual interpretation of x (where x
a real number) then j° = 1 for each subset J a Ni J
is
Remarks. The notation in (5) clashes with the definition 
of (ja), given by (4). However, the clash is minor; theJ
functions and (ja) differ only by a multiplicative constant
(depending on a). This is easily verified. We have defined 
jj as in (5) because this makes the equations in Chapters 3 
and 5 less cumbersome.
II.8. Let I and J be subsets of N such that
Suppose that I = jn^,... ,nj, and that a is an
a
We denote by D the partial differential operator
r a .0UL
a * ni 1 ni J • • •
r
-i
V. k J
I c  J,
I - multi-index.
(6)
on Rj. The context will always eliminate any confusion which 
might otherwise arise from the ambiguity in the choice of the subset
J which contains I.
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Remarks. Once more we emphasise that if \ and
J2 are subsets of N such 1^ c J , I2 C" -2 and
|J^ | “ j J_2 I = m (say), then we make no distinction between
R and R ; both denote the Euclidean space Rm . However,
h  ~2
if and are I - and I - raulti-indeces (respectively)
a (1) a (2)then the partial differential operators D and D are,
in general distinct; they depend (via (6)) on the subsets
and -2  of - *
164.
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